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Chapter 431 The Magic Dragon Spear 

Zhang Shan was leading the way in the dense horde of monsters outside the city. 

A large group of guild members followed behind him. 

Other than the big shots in the Guild. 

The other Guild elites also joined in. 

In a monster siege event, the final BOSS was, after all, a BOSS with a real name. 

Moreover, time was limited. If there were only a few dozen of them, they would have to fight. 

They might not be able to defeat the BOSS before the event ended. 

Hence, Feng Yun realm gathered all the Guild elites. 

as long as he could keep up, he would try his best to keep up. 

let’s go and fight the BOSS together. 

Of course, those who could keep up now were only a portion of them. 

Most of the Guild members were still farming in groups. 

Facing a sea of level 60 demon Warriors. 

These guild members had no problem farming monsters in groups. 

However, it would be a little difficult for them to rush out of the Horde of monsters. 

It was really very difficult for them to charge through. 

It was impossible for Zhang Shan to meet them one by one. 

He still had to fight the BOSS. 

There were only about ten minutes left before the event ended. 

They had to be more careful. 

Otherwise, he was really afraid that there would not be enough time. 

If they couldn’t kill the boss, wouldn’t that be a huge loss? 

Besides, they didn’t have to fight the boss. The whole Guild had to fight it together. 

A thousand people should be enough. 

Zhang Shan led a large group of people and charged through the monster horde, killing all the way to 

the boss’s position. 



Not long after, he saw a demon general in the distance, killing in all directions among the players. 

Among these players, some were members of the wind and cloud Guild, and some were players from 

other places in Dangyang city. 

However, when they faced the BOSS, they were no different. 

As long as the demon general charged at them, they would be thrown into chaos. 

Not a single one of them could withstand a single spear strike from the demon general. 

The key was that they couldn’t run away. 

They were surrounded by level 60 demon soldiers, where could they run to? 

Even if they wanted to distance themselves from the demon general, they couldn’t do it. 

He could only pray that the demon general would not come after him. 

If you want to harm others, then harm others. 

The demon general was invincible in the players ‘defensive formation. 

The players whose defensive formation was broken by it were quickly drowned by countless demonic 

Warriors. 

Looking at the demon general in the distance with his spear and his blood-soaked white robe, everyone 

was shocked. 

“F * ck, that’s the BOSS? he’s simply too handsome.” 

” f * ck, why do i feel like we’re the supervillains? do we have to kill such a handsome BOSS? ” 

what the hell is in your head? we’re going to fight a BOSS. Who cares what it looks like? as long as it 

drops good stuff, it’s fine. 

“I can’t even kill such a handsome BOSS.” 

One of the pretty girls muttered to herself as she looked at the BOSS in the distance. 

“he’s really a fangirl.” 

“Hmph, so what if they’re infatuated? if they all looked like you, this lady wouldn’t even look at them.” 

“What’s with that look? am I not handsome?” 

“Don’t you have any idea what you’re like with your ghostly looks?” 

haha, who asked you to have such a cheap mouth. If you dare to offend a girl, you’ll have to bear the 

consequences. 

There was actually a steel-like straight man among his teammates, and he had to admit that he was very 

courageous to challenge the eyes of a girl who was infatuated with him. 

“But then again, this BOSS is really handsome. It would be great if we could get all of its equipment.” 



“Damn, your idea is quite unique. Which equipment do you want from the BOSS? Can you even use that 

spear? In this game, there are no classes that can equip a spear.” 

“He probably wants to get the BOSS’s warhorse, hehe.” 

... 

“That’s a good idea. Call operations and ask them to change the settings. we can’t just buy mounts. it 

would be great if we could get them from bosses.” 

you guys are so f * cking funny. Can’t you think of something more reliable? ” 

” you’re right. we can forget about the spear and the white horse, but we can look forward to the 

BOSS’s white robe. ” 

“i’ll take your blessings. it’d be nice if a purple cape dropped.” 

“Such a beautiful cloak, why is it purple? can’t it be a divine weapon?” 

“Is there something wrong with your brain? do you really think so highly of the BOSS? look at its entire 

body, is it worth a divine artifact?” 

that’s hard to say. Maybe a divine weapon mission item will drop later to slap your face. 

“F * ck, you’re welcome to slap my face.” 

“You’re not afraid of being hit in the face with a divine artifact? Even if your face is swollen, you won’t 

lose anything, hehe.” 

“Haha, this is good.” 

Zhang Shan was leading the way. He had no time to deal with the jokers in the team. 

... 

He led the team and killed through layers of demon soldiers. 

He passed by groups of players who were farming monsters. 

They approached the demon general rapidly. 

The players who were farming monsters in groups nearby, regardless of whether they were members of 

the wind and cloud Guild or other players. 

When they saw Zhang Shan and his group appear, they could not help but heave a sigh of relief. 

originally, they were all frightened when they looked at the demon general in the distance. 

They were afraid that the demon general would rush over and mess up their formation. 

If they couldn’t get into a group formation, even if they didn’t get killed by the general, they would be 

killed by the monsters. 

He couldn’t run even if he wanted to. 



now that zhang shan and the rest had charged over, of course they were going to fight the boss. 

If someone came to fight the boss, the players who were farming nearby would be safe. 

Of course, that was if Zhang Shan could not defeat the boss and the entire team was wiped out. 

In that case, the players who were farming nearby would not be able to escape. 

however, at least he was safe for the time being. 

Furthermore, Zhang Shan and the rest were so strong, and had so many records of fighting bosses. 

How could he not defeat this demon general? 

It was not just the People of the Wind and cloud Guild who were full of confidence in Zhang Shan and 

the others. 

Even the other players who were farming nearby. 

he had no doubt. 

They believed that Zhang Shan and the rest would be able to destroy the demon general. 

zhang shan quickly approached the demon general. 

After another group of players was thrown into chaos by the demon general. 

Zhang Shan had finally made it near the demon general. 

His hand cannon was already within reach of the BOSS. 

Seeing this situation, Zhang Shan fired at the demon general without hesitation. 

The bullets kept flying toward the demon general. 

Lines of damage appeared above the demon General’s head. 

After being attacked by Zhang Shan. 

The demon general immediately gave up. 

The horse galloped towards Zhang Shan. 

Although the demon generals looked very fierce, they were still very powerful. 

But Zhang Shan was not worried at all. 

It wasn’t like they had never fought a level 60 real name BOSS before. 

Demon-suppressing city’s demon commander, mackmillie, and Gerri wasteland’s Magnus were both 

level 60 real name bosses. 

Didn’t they still destroy it? 

Now that Zhang Shan was getting stronger and stronger, there was no need to worry that he would not 

be able to hold off the BOSS. 



It didn’t matter how strong the BOSS was. 

They couldn’t do anything to him because he was strong enough. 

It would definitely be easy for him to withstand the damage from the demon general. 

After Zhang Shan had fired a few shots. 

demon general alludor rode his warhorse and charged out of the dense group of monsters. 

He thrust his spear at Zhang Shan. 

Alludor clearly did that. He thrust his spear forward. 

Zhang Shan could not see the shadow of the spear. He could only see that damage values had already 

appeared on his body. 

Damage, -168935. 

F * ck, this damage is very high. 

Looking at the damage value, even Zhang Shan was a little shocked. 

This demon guard general alludor was really quite fierce. 

The damage was about the same as Magnus. 

He was much stronger than the demon commander, mackmillie. 

From the looks of it, it was also a level 60 BOSS with a real name. 

There was still a huge difference between them. 

This was Zhang Shan. 

If it was anyone else, they would not even be able to block the BOSS’s spear. 

Of course, even though alludor was very fierce, he was still a monster. 

However, to Zhang Shan, this was not a problem. 

His HP was online and had exceeded 500000. 

behind him was a large group of brothers, among which there were dozens of support healers. 

although alludor’s damage was very high, it was impossible to kill him. 

Zhang Shan withstood alludor’s attack, and his teammates behind him quickly dispersed. 

This was just the beginning. Zhang Shan had not pulled the BOSS steadily. 

They couldn’t attack the BOSS yet. 

Otherwise, if the hatred was messed up, then there would be a lot to do. 

however, even though they couldn’t attack the BOSS for the time being. 



however, there were other things that he could do. 

They had just rushed over from a distance. 

they were lv 60 demon fighters everywhere. 

If they didn’t clean up the surrounding demon fighters, they would be killed instantly. 

How were they supposed to fight the BOSS? they couldn’t do it at all. 

Feng Yun realm shouted. 

“Quickly clear out all the small monsters in the surroundings. with the BOSS as the center, keep the 

small monsters out. don’t affect us when we fight the BOSS later.” 

If Zhang Shan was alone. 

He couldn’t wait for the BOSS to be surrounded by small monsters. 

In that case, his ejection passive, coupled with the lifesteal effect, would be perfectly effective. 

but now, it was a large group of people fighting a BOSS together. 

Zhang Shan could withstand the attacks of the monsters and the BOSS without any problems. 

But the others couldn’t. 

This was especially true for those jobs with weak defense. 

If there were two or three monsters attacking them. 

They simply couldn’t stand it. 

Then what was the point of fighting the BOSS? 

It would be a joke if they were killed by the monsters before they could even hit the boss. 

Hence, Feng Yun realm ordered his men to quickly clear the surrounding monsters. 

then, the warriors would stand guard on the outside. 

The small monsters and the BOSS were completely separated. 

If that was the case, then they would be able to defeat the BOSS. 

Only then could they safely deal damage. 

He didn’t need to worry about being disturbed by the monsters. 

However, if there weren’t any monsters around the BOSS ... 

Zhang Shan’s ejection was passive and could not play a role. 

There were no targets to be ejected. 

He could only deal damage to the BOSS. 



In other words, Zhang Shan could only absorb the damage once to recover his health. 

It would severely affect his lifesteal effect. 

However, it did not matter. 

he was not fighting alone. 

Behind Zhang Shan, there was still a large group of brothers. 

he didn’t even need to suck blood. 

With the Guild’s support, it was completely possible to ensure that his HP would always be in a healthy 

state. 

Zhang Shan was attacking the BOSS alone. 

the dozens of support players behind him kept healing him. 

As for the others, they quickly cleared the surrounding monsters. 

It also blocked out all the monsters that were still charging over. 

As Zhang Shan attacked, he checked alludor’s attributes and skills. 

Demon general arudo (red): level 60, attack 90000,500 million. 

Skill 1, shadowless spear, skill 2, hundred battles heart technique, skill 3, Demon God’s will, skill 4, 

Demon Dragon Spear. 

[ shadowless spear: alludor, the general of the demon race’s guards. the speed of his spear is extremely 

fast, and his spear moves without shadows. ] 

The sudden appearance of the tip of the spear could deal double damage to the target. 

[hundred battles mental cultivation method: demon guard general alludor, experienced in a hundred 

battles.] The mental cultivation method gained from the battlefield can increase one’s attack power by 

100%. 

[Demon God’s will: when in danger, the general of the demon guards, alludor, will summon the demon 

God’s apparition to assist in battle.] 

[demon dragon spear: the famous ultimate skill of the demon guard general alludor. when the long 

spear strikes, it’s like a demon dragon descending to the world, destroying the heavens and earth.] 

Deals 5x the damage to all targets within a 100-yard radius. 

after looking at alludor’s attributes and skills, zhang shan could not help but sigh. 

This boss was really strong. 

It could be said that he was not much different from Magnus. 

The only difference was probably in the attributes. 



Because of his divine power, Magnus’s passive skill increased all of his attributes. 

Therefore, in addition to doubling his attack power, his health points would also double. 

However, alludor, the general of the demon race’s guards, only had double attack power. 

His HP was still normal. 

500 million HP was already a lot. 

However, for a level 60 boss, it was a level 60 boss. 

This could only be considered a normal level, not too exaggerated. 

however, in terms of skills ... 

the general of the demon race’s guards, alludo, was not inferior to magnus at all. 

In fact, alludor might even be stronger. 

After all, the damage range of alludor’s ultimate skill was actually 100 yards. 

This was a little exaggerated. 

A damage range of 100 yards was really quite strong. 

Just now, Feng Yun realm even ordered his men to clear out all the small monsters within a 100-yard 

radius. 

From the looks of it, clearing a 100-yard radius wasn’t enough. 

The general of the demon race’s guards, alludor, used his ultimate skill to cover an area of 100 yards. 

Where would they hide then? 

From the looks of it, he had to continue expanding and clear the area of the small monsters. 

Otherwise, when alludor cast his ultimate skill ... 

Other than Zhang Shan, the rest of the people present would all die. 

in this game, every boss’s ultimate skill was very fierce. 

None of them were easy to deal with. 

And the big move of the demon general arudo was even more so. 

the damage was terrifyingly high. 

With alludor’s 90000 attack power and his ultimate skill dealing five times the damage ... 

It could cause 450000 damage. 

Other than Zhang Shan, who else could withstand such damage? 

Therefore, they had to expand the area to clear out the small monsters. 



not long after zhang shan had pulled the BOSS. 

The others also began to join in the attack. 

Of course, there were so many of them, so they couldn’t all fight the BOSS. 

Feng Yun realm brought two to three hundred people and followed Zhang Shan to attack the BOSS. 

The rest of the players continued to clear the monsters. 

It also isolated the demon soldiers that were still charging at them. 

Slowly, they formed an empty space with a radius of 100 yards, which was convenient for them to fight 

the BOSS. 

after the big shots of the guild joined the ranks of attacking the BOSS. 

As they attacked, they checked alludor’s attributes and skills. 

After reading it, they were also shocked. 

“F * ck, this pretty boy General is so fierce?” 

I doubt we’ll be able to kill him. We don’t have enough time. There’s only 11 or 12 minutes left before 

the event ends. 

you’re bullshitting. There are so many of us. How can we not kill the boss? shut up. 

” have you seen the BOSS’s attributes? such a powerful BOSS, can it be killed in a short time? ” 

“don’t worry, our damage output is enough. as long as nothing goes wrong, we can completely destroy 

alludor before the event ends.” 

“F * ck, why is the damage range of alludor’s ultimate skill only 100 yards? This is too exaggerated.” 

“Why do you care so much? it doesn’t matter how big the boss” big move’s damage range is. We’ll all 

retreat before the boss reaches half of its health.” 

“That’s right, let alone 100 yards, so what if it’s 500 yards? at most, we can just run further away.” 

f * ck, there are monsters all around. Where are you going? ” 

“F * ck, I forgot about that.” 

“continue to transfer people over. expand the defensive circle to a range of five hundred yards. In that 

case, it’ll be easier for us to run away before the BOSS uses his big move.” 

“How are we going to transfer people now? there are demon soldiers everywhere. as for the rest of 

them, they won’t be able to reach here without the help of powerhouses, right?” 

“We can still make it, but it’ll be a little slower.” 

“let the remaining members of the guild slowly gather together. Then, we’ll move towards our side 

together. With so many people together, there’s no reason they can’t rush over.” 



“Right, even if they’re a bit weaker, as long as they have enough people, they should be able to charge 

over.” 

“Boss, let’s continue to call more people over.” 

“Alright, I’ll call them over.” 

Feng Yun realm also saw the problem. 

They had been too careless this time. 

at first, they thought that it would not be a problem for them to take down a real-name boss with just a 

thousand people. 

with zhang shan around, they could withstand the boss’s damage. 

The others just had to keep dealing damage. 

However, he had never expected alludor’s ultimate move. 

The damage range was actually 100 yards. 

This was a little troublesome. 

They didn’t have enough manpower. 

Expanding the defensive circle to a hundred yards was almost the limit. 

if they wanted to expand, they would have to reduce the number of people fighting the BOSS. 

Moreover, it wouldn’t be able to expand the range by much. 

This kind of thing still needed a lot of people. 

If there were not enough people, it would not be enough to support a larger defensive circle. 

Feng Yun realm shouted in the Guild channel. 

everyone, move closer to the BOSS. Gather together first, then slowly come over. We need 

reinforcements here. 

After Feng Yun realm finished his sentence. 

Windcloud blade said. 

“We have to be fast, or we won’t have enough time.” 

The Guild members that were still grinding were shocked. 

they had never thought that zhang shan would bring so many guild bosses to fight a boss together. 

They actually needed reinforcements? 

This didn’t make sense. 

In the Guild members ‘eyes. 



The six-barreled boss was an existence that could solo a real-name boss. 

Now that he had a large group of Guild bosses, he actually needed help? 

What kind of boss could be so powerful? 

“What’s the situation? Don’t tell me you guys can’t beat the BOSS?” 

we can, but there are too many monsters around. We have to clear them and expand our defense circle. 

“Got it. I’ll be there immediately.” 

Before the monster siege began. 

Feng Yun realm had formed a large team of 500 players from the Guild. 

They gathered together to farm monsters. 

Under normal circumstances, this arrangement would not be a problem for them to kill monsters. 

If there were too many people gathered together ... 

Then, everyone wouldn’t be able to farm many monsters. 

Although the main purpose of the monster siege was not to kill monsters and level up, it was not the 

same. 

However, it would be better if he could take care of both. 

In any case, the matter of fighting the BOSS would be left to the Guild’s main forces. 

As for the remaining ordinary guild members, they could focus on grinding monsters. 

After all, everyone was playing a game, and they had to kill monsters to level up. 

but who knew that an accident would happen? 

They had brought thousands of people to fight the BOSS. 

They actually didn’t have enough manpower? 

They still needed to rely on the remaining guild members to come and support them. 

To be honest, even if there were no reinforcements. 

Even with a thousand of them, they could still defeat alludor. 

At most, they could just change the defensive formation. 

He also didn’t say that it had to be a circular defensive circle. 

It could isolate a defensive passage. 

When alludor’s HP was almost half, they ran further along the tunnel. 

However, this was not safe. 



They didn’t know if alludor would. 

Secondly, there was some difficulty in controlling it. 

If he didn’t control the time well ... 

everyone squeezed into a narrow passage to escape. 

It was hard to say if there wouldn’t be any accidents. 

Time was limited, and they should try to avoid any accidents. 

He was able to defeat alludor without a hitch. That would be the best. 

However, wind and cloud’s members were currently scattered outside the city, grinding monsters. 

It would take some time to gather all these people. 

After all, there were demon soldiers everywhere outside the city. 

It wasn’t like they were in an open space without monsters, so everyone could just run away. 

If they weren’t strong enough, they wouldn’t even be able to move a single step. 

 

chapter 432-the disaster of the innocent 

Although Feng Yun realm had already called for the other guild members to move closer to them. 

Come and help them clear the monsters and expand their defense circle. 

However, the members of the other guilds were a little further and closer to them. 

It would take at least three to five minutes for all these people to arrive. 

Of course, Zhang Shan and the rest could not wait for everyone to arrive before fighting the BOSS. 

There wasn’t much time left. There were still 11 to 12 minutes before the event ended. 

They had to be more careful, otherwise ... 

he was afraid that there was not enough time. 

After all, alludor, the demon general, had 500 million HP. 

If they did not continue to increase the number of people, with the damage of Zhang Shan’s two to 

three hundred people. 

He wanted to blow alludor up. 

He estimated that it would take about eight to nine minutes. 

There was too little time left, and they couldn’t waste any of it. 

There can’t be any accidents. 



If there was an accident, they would not have the chance to destroy alludor. 

Although it would take a while for the Guild members ‘reinforcements to arrive, it was still too late. 

But to them, it didn’t affect them for the time being. 

After all, alludor, the general of the demon race’s guards, would only use his big move when he was at 

half health. 

It’s still early. 

Let’s get alludor to half Health First. 

After Zhang Shan had pulled the boss’s aggro. 

Feng Yun realm led a group of people and attacked together. 

Under their attacks, the health of the demon general alludor was slowly decreasing. 

Alludor’s 500 million HP was not a small amount, but it was not a lot either. 

With the intensity of their attacks, alludor would not be able to hold on for long. 

After all, the combat power of this group of people was still very strong. 

They were fighting the boss in front, and there were hundreds of people around them clearing the small 

monsters. 

Zhang Shan held his hand cannon, and the bullets kept on sweeping towards alludor. 

He had already reached level 46. 

A level 60 real name boss didn’t have much of a level suppression on him. 

As such, Zhang Shan’s current damage output was sufficient. 

Each shot was able to deal more than 50% of the damage. 

This was also because the demonic monsters in Dangyang city did not have the Holy demon’s 

protection. 

if they were fighting a boss outside of heaven’s gate. 

All the demons there had a Holy demon protection. 

The damage they dealt would be reduced by half. 

That was what they called slow. 

Everyone attacked alludor continuously, launching fierce attacks. 

Windcloud blade said as he brandished his axe. 

I suddenly thought of a question. If alludor and the others can summon the apparition of the demon 

God, how should we deal with it? ” 



“Is that a problem? We’ve seen a lot of Demon God’s will skills, as long as there’s a healer, it’ll be fine.” 

that’s right. We have enough support here. It won’t be a problem for us to deal with alludor’s demon 

will skill. 

“you guys don’t understand what i mean. when a real name boss summons the demon god phantom, it 

will deal damage to the entire map. Wouldn’t all the players in Dangyang city be affected?” 

“No way, full map damage is just a statement. The entire Dangyang city is so big, it’s impossible for it to 

affect everyone.” 

however, the players outside the East Gate won’t be able to hide. They’ll definitely be injured by the 

demonic God’s Phantom. 

“Then what should we do? The other guild members are on their way here. I don’t want alludor to 

annihilate them all with his Demon God’s will skill.” 

“Don’t worry, they have more support on their side. They should be able to make it.” 

“don’t worry. even if some of them fall, it won’t affect much. We’ll just resurrect them after the event 

ends.” 

I’m just afraid of accidentally hurting others. There are many people who are not from our Guild and are 

also farming monsters outside the East Gate. 

“We can’t do anything about that. They’re just unlucky to be at the East Gate with us. Hehe.” 

that’s right. We can’t possibly say that we’re not fighting so that others won’t be hurt by alludor, right? 

isn’t that nonsense? ” 

haha, they’re just unlucky. Who asked those people to farm monsters with us outside the East Gate? ” 

... 

should we inform the others? we don’t want to end up causing them to die for no reason. That’s not 

very good, right? ” 

“What’s the point of informing us now? can they still run back to the city?” 

“That’s right. It won’t take long for us to bring alludor’s HP down to 80%. It’ll only take one or two 

minutes at most. how could they possibly make it back in such a short time?” 

“it’s none of our business whether they can run or not, but we still have to remind them of what they 

should do.” 

“You mean, you want them to die knowing the truth, hehe.” 

“haha, that’s pretty much what it means.” 

“Alright, you go ahead then.” 

“Fine, I’ll do it.” 

After everyone’s discussion, Windcloud blade announced in Dangyang city’s regional channel. 



friends outside the East Gate, the BOSS is about to cast a skill. It might be an all-map damage. All players 

outside the East Gate will be affected by the BOSS ‘skill. Please be prepared. If you die, don’t blame us. 

Blame the BOSS. 

After wind cloud blade finished speaking ... 

... 

the players who were farming monsters outside the east gate had countless “f * ck you” in their hearts. 

“What do you mean? I didn’t even get to see what the BOSS looked like. Will you be hurt?” 

it can’t be that exaggerated, right? is this BOSS that strong? ” 

I think I heard that the demon God’s will skill cast by a real-name BOSS deals damage to the entire map. 

“What do you mean? Full map damage? Then wouldn’t our people outside the West Gate be affected as 

well?” 

“I don’t know about that, but I heard that the demon God’s will skill of a real name BOSS has an insane 

damage range. as for how far it can cover, i don’t know.” 

“f * ck, our demon lieutenants are about to be blown up. What should we do?” 

“what are you afraid of at the west gate? The entire Dangyang city was so big. The distance between the 

East and West gates was a few dozen li. No matter how powerful the boss “skills are, they can’t possibly 

cover the entire West Gate.” 

“F * ck, it’s better to be safe than sorry.” 

damn it, our people at the East Gate are the innocent ones. 

“Yeah, what do we do now? Even if you want to go back now, it’s too late.” 

“I don’t care. I’ll think of a way to get back to the city first. Fortunately, my place is closer to the city 

gate, hehe.” 

“Brothers from the East Gate, let’s stick together and charge into the city. We might be able to save our 

lives.” 

“You’re right. Let’s gather and rush back into the city.” 

Although many players had never seen the power of a real-name BOSS before, they had never seen it 

before. 

However, there were still some players who had seen it. 

Even if they had never seen a real BOSS. 

At the very least, he had seen videos of others fighting real-name bosses on the forums. 

Knowing the BOSS’s real name, the demon God’s will skill that was cast had an extremely high damage 

range. 



It was basically an all-map damage. 

When the boss had respawned at the East Gate, they had not run away. 

One was that no one had thought about this at that time. 

Second, no one knew that the real name boss that the wind and cloud Guild was fighting now had the 

demon God’s will skill. 

not all bosses with real names had this skill. 

in the previous monster attack, zaire, the demon general, did not have the demon will skill. 

Therefore, after wind cloud blade’s reminder ... 

Only then did everyone react. 

The wind and cloud Guild must have checked the boss’s skills. 

He knew that this BOSS had the demon God’s will skill. 

That was why he told everyone to get ready. 

however, what kind of preparations could they make? 

If there were enough support in the team, then it would be fine. 

It wasn’t impossible to survive the BOSS ‘will of the demon God by relying on the support’s healing. 

However, as a temporary team of unspecialized players, how many support classes could they have? 

most casual players liked to play classes that enjoyed killing people. 

There were very few people who would play a support class. 

Most of the player teams did not have enough support classes. 

The only thing they could do now was to run back to Dangyang city. 

the city was a safe zone. 

No matter how high the damage of the demon God’s will skill of a real name boss was ... 

It would also be impossible to harm the players in the city. 

If that was the case, wouldn’t it be a mess? 

But the problem was that even if they wanted to run now, it was a little too late. 

The players who were closer to the city gate were still alright. 

They might be able to charge back to Dangyang city. 

However, the players who were further away from the city gate did not have to struggle. 

There was no way to go back. 



After receiving wind cloud blade’s warning, he was stunned. 

all the players outside the east gate were trying their best to return to dangyang city. 

Everyone spontaneously gathered together and formed a super large team. 

Countless players gathered together and slowly killed monsters. 

He killed his way through the dense crowd of demon soldiers toward Dangyang city. 

However, it was too late. 

The rhythm of Zhang Shan’s team’s attack on alludor was definitely not because they were afraid of 

affecting others. 

And slowed down by half a second. 

Their time was already very tight. 

If they could not defeat alludor before the monster siege event ended. 

Then wouldn’t their event this time have been for nothing? 

At this time, Zhang Shan and the thousand people, two to three hundred people, were surrounding and 

attacking alludor. 

The rest of the players would clear the monsters beside them. 

It isolated all the surrounding demon soldiers outside. 

As for the members of other guilds who were coming to support them, they were now gathered 

together. 

A huge team of nearly 100000 players was charging towards the boss. 

The other Dangyang city players who were originally farming monsters outside the East Gate. 

He did his best to rush towards Dangyang city. 

as for how many people would eventually be able to return to dangyang city, it was hard to say. 

under the continuous attacks of zhang shan and the rest, the health of the demon general alludor was 

slowly decreasing. 

it didn’t take long for it to drop to 80%. 

Feng Yun realm said in the Guild channel. 

“Everyone, get ready. The boss is about to cast its skill.” 

Feng Yun realm had just finished his sentence. 

Alludor waved his spear and pointed it at the void. He then lowered his head and chanted silently. 

A huge Phantom of a Demon God slowly appeared behind alludor. 



As soon as the demonic god Phantom appeared, the HP of all the players outside the East Gate of 

Dangyang city dropped rapidly. 

His HP was decreasing by 8000 per second, and the damage was very high. 

The people from the wind and cloud Guild were fully prepared. 

However, they were still flustered by the demon God Phantom that alludor had summoned. 

The damage of this Demon God’s will skill was too powerful. 

f * ck, these real name bosses are so f * cking crazy. None of them are easy to deal with. 

there are. The commander of the demon-suppressing city, mackmilly, is easier to deal with. 

sigh, it’s just the commander. I’ve never seen any weak real-name bosses. 

” maybe the commander is just a commander-type BOSS, and fighting isn’t its strong point. ” 

“Don’t talk nonsense now, hurry up and heal me.” 

“Heal me, hurry up and heal me, I’m dying.” 

pay attention to your teammates ‘health bars. F * ck, don’t die without even knowing it. What are you 

supports doing? ” 

call my ass. Everyone needs to heal. We have to do it one by one. 

“if you come one by one, i’ll be dead by then.” 

“That’s because you’re stupid. Why don’t you know how many big Hongyao you’re carrying? At this 

time, if we rely on the support to add blood, how can we do it?” 

damn it, I’ve used up all my big red Medicine when I was tanking the small monsters. 

“Then why don’t you buy more?” 

f * ck, don’t keep harping on the matter of Hong Yao. Can’t you just keep talking about it? ” 

“alright,” he said. 

After 15 seconds, Zhang Shan’s side of the team fighting the BOSS had basically not lost anyone. 

Most of the players survived this wave of BOSS skills by taking potions and healing from the support. 

There were only a few players who did not bring any health potions, or the support did not have time to 

heal. 

Unable to withstand the damage from the demonic God’s Phantom, he fell to the ground. 

However, it didn’t matter. Those who fell to the ground were quickly resurrected. 

After a wave of attacks from the BOSS ... 

The players who were fighting the BOSS basically didn’t suffer any losses. 



However, the Guild members who were rushing over to support them ... 

The losses on their side were much more serious. 

After all, most of the people there were normal guild members. 

Their equipment was much worse than those who were fighting the boss beside Zhang Shan. 

alludor’s demon will skill dealt 8000 damage per second. 

Without a healer to heal them, they could only hold on for four to five seconds at most before 

collapsing. 

Even though they had a lot of support classes, they still couldn’t heal. 

As a result, nearly 10000 people fell to the ground among the reinforcements. 

For the time being, he couldn’t care about these people who had fallen to the ground. 

Even though there were quite a number of auxiliary vocations in their place. 

however, it was impossible to resurrect tens of thousands of people at once. 

After all, not every support had learned the resurrection skill. 

the current resurrection skill book was different from the beginning of the game. 

A skill book could even be sold for millions of gold coins. 

However, the resurrection skill book could be sold for thousands of gold coins. 

Not every Guild’s support could afford to buy a skill book. 

Among the 100000 guild members of their wind and cloud Guild ... 

There were more than 10000 Taoist priests and witch doctors. 

However, less than half of them had the ability to revive. 

There were probably four to five thousand people. 

This was still considered the strength of their Guild. 

When recruiting guild members, they had to try to recruit players with some strength. 

Otherwise, it wouldn’t have reached this ratio. 

The people from the wind and cloud Guild were still considered good. 

facing alludor’s demon god’s will skill, only about one-tenth of their people had fallen. 

The other players who were farming monsters outside the East Gate were not as lucky as them. 

After the demonic God’s apparition appeared ... 

The players outside the East Gate fell to the ground like logs being chopped. 



There weren’t many survivors. 

Among the unspecialized players, there were too few support classes. 

and most of them were just temporary teams that had just been formed. 

There was no cooperation at all. 

The support players only focused on healing themselves. 

Who would have thought that he would have to take care of his temporary teammates? 

they had very few supports to begin with. 

And those supports were not very powerful. 

As a result, the players who were farming monsters outside the East Gate of Dangyang city ... 

Almost all of them fell to the ground. 

There were only a few survivors left. 

Most of the survivors were auxiliary vocations. 

After all, no matter how powerful alludor’s skill damage was, he would still be able to deal damage. 

If the support healed himself, he could still survive. 

Of course, that was if too many of his teammates fell. 

They wouldn’t be able to hold on for long with the remaining auxiliary classes. 

If he didn’t have a helper and had to fight the monsters in front. 

Those support classes had to rely on their own farming efficiency. 

They would never be able to kill any monsters. 

Sooner or later, they would be drowned by the endless demon soldiers. 

Wind cloud Guild’s boss-killing operation had caused many players in Dangyang city to suffer an 

unexpected disaster. 

They were all furious and complained in the Dangyang city regional channel. 

“F * ck, I was just killing monsters, and I fell to the ground like this? The wind and cloud Guild will pay.” 

you’re thinking too much. You were killed by the BOSS, not by the People of the Wind and cloud Guild. 

“even if you were killed by the wind and cloud guild, would they care about you?” 

” is there something wrong with your brain? why didn’t you hurry back to the city? i ran back here. i 

didn’t die just now, hehe. ” 

f * ck, I’m so far from the city gate. How can I run back in such a short time? ” 



“The wind and cloud Guild will compensate us.” 

you don’t have to pay me. Just resurrect me after the event. 

“You’re thinking too much. Do you know how many people have fallen outside the East Gate? would the 

wind and cloud guild be able to revive? Besides, it’s none of his business, why would he help you 

resurrect for no reason?” 

“Don’t think about anything other than your bad luck.” 

damn it, the next time the monsters attack the city, I must stay far away from the wind cloud Guild, so 

that I don’t get involved. 

“By the way, did the other three directions take any damage from the BOSS?” 

no, our West Gate is fine. We’re about to beat up the demon Lieutenant, haha. 

“The north gate is also fine.” 

the South Gate is very safe. It’s very easy to kill monsters. 

“f * ck, only the east gate is unlucky. Next time, I’ll definitely stay away from the wind and cloud Guild.” 

“I think it’s to stay away from the BOSS. Wherever the BOSS of wind and cloud Guild was, they would go 

and fight it. Before the BOSS respawns, who knows which direction it’s in?” 

who cares? the next time I see six tube Bodhisattva leading a team over, I’ll run to the other city gates. 

“That’s a good idea, so we don’t get caught in the crossfire.” 

“Why am I so unlucky?” 

“What’s there to shout about? do you think you’re the only one? there were at least a few hundred 

thousand people outside the east gate.” 

I don’t know the exact number, but I estimate that there will be at least 200000 people. 

“Sigh, a real-name BOSS is too strong. We didn’t even get to see the BOSS and so many people have 

already fallen.” 

“By the way, it’s just a Demon God’s apparition and it’s already so powerful. How freakish is that true 

demon God?” 

“You’re still concerned about this? what does a demonic god have to do with us little losers? Even if we 

reach max level, we can’t afford to offend the demon God.” 

that’s impossible. If he can’t even defeat a BOSS at full level, then what’s the point of playing this game? 

” 

“Be careful with your words. Not all players can’t beat a BOSS at full level. It’s US who can’t beat a BOSS 

even at full level. Those big shots can definitely give it a try.” 

” that’s for sure. a player as overpowered as six-barreled bodhisattva might not even need to reach the 

maximum level to challenge the demon god. ” 



“The demon God is too far away, it has nothing to do with us.” 

I wonder if the players in the city are actually fighting bosses. Are they also suffering the same fate as 

us? hehe. 

“You’re thinking too much. Look at the world Channel. Right now, other than the domineering aura 

Guild from LAN Tian city and the Wargod Guild from an Yi city, who are still fighting the BOSS, the 

players from the other cities have long given up.” 

“Holy sh * t, is that true? It wasn’t easy to find a real-name BOSS, so why didn’t the big shots of other 

cities fight it? Usually, you can’t find it even if you want to.” 

“That’s only if he can beat them.” 

“That’s impossible. There are so many bosses in every city. How can they not defeat the boss? Even if he 

couldn’t win, he should at least try. didn’t the monsters attack all the cities during the last siege?” 

“although there were people from every city who went to fight the real-name boss last time, in the end, 

only the wind and cloud guild, the god of war guild, and the domineering aura guild managed to kill the 

boss. everyone else’s efforts were in vain.” 

“Even if it’s a waste of effort, you should at least try, right? don’t tell me that those big shots have all 

become salted fish? You didn’t even try.” 

“Don’t worry, the big shots know more than you do. They’ve definitely tried it. However, after knowing 

the boss’s attributes and skills, they all gave up.” 

“by the way, does anyone know what kind of attributes and skills the boss has?” 

“I don’t know,” 

“I don’t think anyone mentioned this.” 

“if you want to know, just go to the forum and take a look. there will definitely be people who will post 

the boss ‘attributes and skills on the forum.” 

“I’ll go take a look. I really want to know how powerful the boss is to make those big shots give up.” 

 

Chapter 433 Everyone has given up 

Demon general arudo, a wave of Demon God’s will skill. 

they wiped out countless players outside of the east gate of dangyang city. 

These people complained in the regional channel. 

However, he couldn’t really blame the wind and cloud Guild for this. 

They were all killed by alludor, what did it have to do with the wind and cloud Guild? 

Although everyone was helpless, they had no choice. 



Those who had fallen could only lie on the ground quietly and wait for the event to end before finding a 

support to resurrect them. 

As for directly resurrecting back in the city? 

That was impossible. 

Reviving in the city would cost one level of experience. 

It was so difficult to level up now, but there was still a way. 

who would be willing to drop a level? 

anyway, the monster attack was coming to an end. 

after the event, if there were no demon fighters outside the city, they would be killed. 

Then, he would just have to offer a reward for a support to resurrect him. 

in any case, they were not far from the fallen city. 

it was also convenient for the support to run over. 

At that time, he estimated that he would not even need one or two hundred gold coins to find a helper 

and revive them. 

As far as the individual players were concerned, their losses weren’t that big. They could still afford this 

bit of money. 

After all, it was just a game. 

How could there be no deaths? 

They would either be killed by monsters or players. 

They had only died not far from the city, which was still considered good. 

The only thing that shocked everyone was ... 

The general of the Nephilim race, alludor, could actually wipe out so many players with a single Demon 

God’s will skill. 

he was ridiculously strong. 

Such a strong BOSS, yet the wind and cloud Guild was still able to take it. 

It simply refreshed their knowledge. 

He didn’t know if the wind and cloud Guild would be able to defeat the BOSS in the end. 

However, at least for now, he had managed to take down 20% of the BOSS’s health. 

Otherwise, the BOSS would not have used the demon God’s will skill. 

Since there was no one else around, the BOSS’s attributes were shared in the channel. 



As such, they only knew that the BOSS was very powerful. As for how powerful it was, they had no idea. 

Everyone could only go to the forum to see if anyone had posted the BOSS’s attributes. 

The demon general alludor had used the demon God’s will skill on many innocent players. 

other than expressing his deep regret, zhang shan had no other thoughts. 

They had to hurry up and destroy alludor. 

How could he be free to care about others? 

There were less than ten minutes left until the event ended. 

As for the demon general arudo, he only had 80% of his health left. 

If he didn’t hurry, he might not be able to destroy alludor before the event ended. 

Zhang Shan and the group of people kept on attacking alludor. 

The other Support Forces in the Guild also gradually rushed over. 

Some of the Guild members who were closer had already joined the team to clear the monsters. 

They were gradually expanding their outer defensive circle. 

As for the Guild members who were further away, they were also trying their best to get closer. 

Most of the Guild members probably wouldn’t be able to rush over to help them before they hit alludor 

to half his health. 

However, most people should be able to make it in time. 

In reality, they didn’t really need the entire Guild to rush over to help. 

The demonic guard general arudo’s ultimate skill had a 100-yard range. 

all they needed to do was to expand their defensive perimeter to about 200 yards, and that would be 

enough for them to retreat. 

To maintain a 200-yard defensive circle, they did not need too many people. 

... 

a few thousand people would be more or less enough. 

The reason why Feng Yun realm called for everyone in the Guild channel to come over for help was 

because ... 

However, he didn’t want to go through too much trouble. 

He was too lazy to pick people, so he might as well just let everyone come over to support him. 

After we defeat the boss, we’ll give out red packets to everyone. 

This way, everyone would have a sense of participation. 



It was also good for the unity of the Guild members. 

All in all, their operation to defeat the boss was going quite smoothly. 

At least for now, there were no problems. 

As long as they continued to fight smoothly, they would be able to win before the event ended. 

There was no problem at all in blowing up alludor, the general of the demon guards. 

... 

zhang shan and the rest were fighting the boss, and it was going very smoothly. 

The players from the other cities were not as good as them. 

This time, the bosses that spawned from each city were exactly the same. 

Just like Dangyang city, the big boss of the other cities was also the demon general arudo. 

However, none of the other cities had the ability to challenge a level 60 true name boss. 

Not to mention, alluto was a powerful real name boss. 

After testing alludor’s attributes and skills, most of the cities were shocked. 

He had no more thoughts. 

He simply couldn’t win. 

Moreover, the event time was limited. 

When alludor, the general of the demon race’s guards, was refreshed. 

There were only 15 minutes left until the end of the event. 

Even if the BOSS spawned right next to them. 

They wouldn’t be able to kill him in such a short time. 

not to mention, they simply couldn’t win. 

even if they were given another hour or two, they would still not be able to defeat alludor. 

alludor, the general of the demon race’s guards, could deal 180000 damage with each attack. this was 

no joke. 

No one could withstand a single shot from the BOSS. 

even if cannon fodder was used to pile them up, they might not be able to pile them to death. 

After weighing the pros and cons ... 

The various cities gave up on the idea of fighting the BOSS. 

They all walked around the BOSS. 



He had to find a place far away from arudo to farm. 

even though they couldn’t defeat the BOSS. 

But now, it was still during the event. 

They could still farm for city defense contribution points. 

As long as one could enter the top 10000 of the contribution ranking, they would be able to receive a 2-

star Treasure chest. 

Although it was a 2-star Treasure chest, it was still a treasure chest. 

Most of them were trash. 

However, it was still much stronger than a 1-star Treasure chest. 

Moreover, if he was lucky, he might be able to get some good things. 

Anyway, the event had been going on for so long. 

if he had the chance to squeeze into the top 10000 of the contribution list. 

Of course, he still had to fight for it. 

As for the other people who had no chance of competing for the ranking ... 

some of them were still farming monsters outside the city. 

Some of them had already left the city to go to Heaven’s Gate to kill monsters. 

After all, if they were to talk about gaining experience. 

It would definitely be faster to go to Heaven’s Gate. 

The monsters at heaven’s gate were not easy to kill. 

however, the experience points were huge. 

If there was no need for the current players to do so. 

They rarely moved about in their own cities. 

Of course, not all the cities did not have the demon race guard general alludor that was spawned. 

There were people fighting the bosses in LAN Tian city and an Yi city. 

They were the domineering aura Guild and the war god Guild. 

there was no need to mention the war god guild. 

It was still the number one player guild in the game. 

If they didn’t fight the bosses that appeared outside of their own cities, they would have to fight the 

bosses. 



He couldn’t afford to lose this face at all. 

moreover, they were very strong. 

Other than not one person like Zhang Shan. 

In all other aspects, they far surpassed the wind cloud Guild. 

They were completely capable of challenging alludor. 

As for whether they could defeat the BOSS before the event ended, that was unknown. 

There was also the domineering aura Guild in LAN Tian city. After alludor was spawned, they also 

organized themselves to fight the BOSS in an orderly manner. 

Even though the domineering aura Guild had been attacked by Zhang Shan’s wind cloud Guild a few 

times. 

However, their strength was still there, and they were still the number two Guild in the game. 

Although the domineering King seemed to have become much more low-key recently. 

But for someone as ambitious as him ... 

Seeing a BOSS appear outside their own city, how could they not fight it? 

The domineering King was known as the iron-headed baby. 

He wouldn’t turn back until he was badly injured. 

Moreover, with Guild domineering Aura’s strength ... 

It didn’t mean that they couldn’t kill alludor. 

As long as it would take a little more time. 

During the last monster siege event, the domineering aura Guild was stuck before the event ended. 

they would defeat the final BOSS of the event. 

Of course, they still wanted to try this time. 

As for whether it would succeed, only the heavens knew. 

In the entire game, there were 21 sub-cities and the demon-suppressing city. 

in this monster attack, a total of 22 nephilim general arudo had spawned. 

however, there were only three cities that were still fighting the BOSS. 

The players from the other cities had already retreated. 

The progress of the three cities ‘bosses had been closely watched by the players. 

During the monster siege, there were small monsters everywhere outside the city. It was impossible for 

them to clear the field before they fought the BOSS. 



The other players would naturally see them fighting the BOSS. 

even if it was at the east gate of dangyang city. 

The demon general alludor had just used a wave of Demon God’s will. 

He also didn’t beat all the players outside the city. 

There were still survivors. 

In a city, apart from the various large guilds, there were also players. 

There would always be some strong solo players. 

They were well-equipped and powerful. 

Outside the city, there was no pressure at all to tank the level 60 demon Warriors. 

Even if alludor used the demon God’s will skill ... 

there were still people who survived. 

At a place not far from Zhang Shan and the rest. 

There were always people farming monsters. 

He was not knocked down by alludor’s skill damage. 

While these people were paying attention to the progress of Zhang Shan and the others fighting the 

boss, they were also discussing and communicating on the world Channel. 

The world Channel: 

the big boss that spawned from this event is way too strong. 

it’s indeed powerful. When we were farming the monsters just now, we were almost killed by the boss’s 

skill damage. 

“Brother, what do you mean? Are you fighting a boss too?” 

“no, i’m out of luck. i’m farming monsters outside the east gate of dangyang city. The BOSS spawned at 

the East Gate. the people from wind and cloud guild were fighting a BOSS not far from me. When the 

BOSS used the demon God’s will skill, if it wasn’t for the support brother in the party, we would have 

died just now.” 

brother, you’re pretty strong too. You managed to survive a wave of the BOSS’s skill damage. 

that’s not right. It hasn’t been long since the battle started, and the BOSS in Dangyang city has already 

lost 20% of its health? ” 

“Yeah, the wind and cloud Guild is very fierce.” 

“You guys don’t know how powerful the six-barreled Bodhisattva is. He took the BOSS’s damage all by 

himself and completely withstood it. I looked at the damage that appeared above his head from afar. 

Each time, it was over 160000. he’s so strong to be able to withstand such high damage.” 



“that’s f * cking abnormal.” 

“How can the blood volume of six-barreled Bodhisattva be so high? this doesn’t make any sense.” 

“I heard that during the last Kingdom war, the six-barreled Bodhisattva obtained a cloak of divine 

equipment. His HP is so high that it’s scary. There’s no boss that he can’t handle.” 

“Is it true? how come i’ve never heard of this before, and i’ve never seen it on the equipment ranking?” 

“stupid, capes aren’t on the equipment ranking.” 

“Alright, I didn’t think of that.” 

“It’s true. I’ve heard about it from the wind and cloud Guild’s members.” 

f * ck, I’m still wearing a blue cloak, but six-barreled Bodhisattva has a divine cloak. This is so unfair. 

“You’re talking about fairness in a game? where do you want the European king to stay?” 

“Yeah, there’s always a European king in any game.” 

but six-barreled Bodhisattva’s luck is way too good. He gets all the good things. 

what’s so strange about that? ever since we got our hands on the first divine weapon, the six-barreled 

Bodhisattva has been leading the way. 

“Sigh, that’s what games are like. The one in front gets to eat meat, while the one behind can only eat 

dust.” 

I say, don’t be so jealous. Maybe one day, we’ll be lucky enough to get a divine weapon. 

that’s just a dream. Unless the officials announce the method to obtain the divine weapon, we’ll never 

know where the divine weapon came from. 

“don’t worry. the official platform will definitely make an announcement. we can’t let the wind cloud 

guild continue to be the only one to shine, right?” 

“that’s true, let’s wait slowly.” 

“You guys are getting off topic. how’s the BOSS fight going for the domineering aura and the god of war? 

does anyone know?” 

“Beat him to a pulp, hehe.” 

“What do you mean? You can’t beat him?” 

who knows? anyway, I just saw a large number of cannon fodders die, and the BOSS’s HP didn’t drop 

much. 

“F * ck, doesn’t that mean they can’t kill the BOSS?” 

I guess he can’t be killed. There’s not much time left for the event. 

“F * ck, what are you saying? The big boss in this monster attack event can only be killed by the wind 

and cloud Guild?” 



“Can the people from wind and cloud Guild kill the boss? After all, there’s not much time left for the 

event.” 

“my brothers from dangyang city, quickly take a look at the progress of the wind and cloud guild. Will 

they be able to kill the boss?” 

he’s definitely going to die. He’s almost at half health. 

“F * ck, is there such a big difference? In our an Yi city, the God of War Guild couldn’t even take down 

20% of the BOSS’s health.” 

“is it true? is the war god guild going to give up its number one position after so many years? I feel like 

they’re not as strong as the wind and cloud Guild in this game.” 

“i think the god of war guild is stronger. only six-pipe bodhisattva is powerful in the wind and cloud 

guild. if they don’t have six tube bodhisattva, they might not even be as good as guild subjugator.” 

“That’s right, the six tube Bodhisattva is a bug-like existence.” 

when can I be like six-pipe Bodhisattva, able to support a large guild by myself? that would be great. 

“Don’t even think about it. You won’t even have it in your dreams, hehe.” 

after everyone’s continuous attacks, the demon guard general alludor’s health had already been 

reduced to more than 50%. 

If they continued fighting, the BOSS would only have half of its health left. 

The Guild members who had come to support had already arrived. 

They were doing their best to expand their defensive perimeter. 

By now, their defensive perimeter had expanded to three to four hundred yards. 

Even if alludor’s health dropped to half. 

it was enough for them to move around. 

However, even though there was enough space ... 

Feng Yun realm still ordered the other guild members to continue charging over. 

They continued to expand the defensive perimeter. 

They were all farming monsters anyway, so it didn’t matter where they farmed. 

let’s gather the people first. 

What if something unexpected happened when they were fighting the boss? 

It would be easier to adapt if there were more people, at least there had to be enough cannon fodder. 

In any case, they wouldn’t mistreat the normal guild members since they were fighting a boss as a 

group. 



Every time someone obtained a piece of equipment, they would be given a red packet of 10% of the 

value of the item. 

To ordinary guild members, this wasn’t the case. 

If they were lucky, it would be a considerable income. 

The BOSS’s health was getting closer and closer to half. 

Feng Yun realm said to everyone. 

“We’ll retreat first and leave a group of support to heal six tubes.” 

as the monsters around the BOSS were all isolated. 

Even though Zhang Shan himself had an 18% lifesteal effect. 

however, if there were no monsters ... 

Every attack he made could only absorb the HP of one attack. 

in the face of alludor’s fierce damage ... 

The amount of blood he had sucked back was not enough. 

He still had to rely on the support to heal him. 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t have been able to hold on for long. 

what about after the BOSS’s ultimate skill ends? will we still have time to heal six-barreled boss? ” 

I guess it’s too late. Although six-barreled boss can withstand alludor’s big move, he definitely can’t 

withstand the subsequent damage. 

yeah, when alludor uses his big move, the support definitely can’t hold on. There’s only six-barreled boss 

left. Can he hold on until we run over to heal him? ” 

“It shouldn’t be possible. We need to prepare a plan. Just like last time when they fought Magnus. After 

the six-barreled boss falls to the ground, we’ll send a team to grab ahold of alludor first.” 

“alright, i’ll make the arrangements.” 

Feng Yun realm quickly selected a few hundred players from the Guild and formed a few cannon fodder 

teams. 

Their role was to wait after Zhang Shan fell to the ground. 

Stall alludor for ten seconds. 

Because, if Zhang Shan fell to the ground. 

he couldn’t revive immediately. 

He would have to trigger a passive resurrection, which would take ten seconds. 



During this period of time, even the support’s resurrection skill would not be able to save him. 

because he was not dead, he still had a second life. 

Those who didn’t die naturally wouldn’t be resurrected. 

As for Zhang Shan, after he had endured the BOSS’s big move. 

In the absence of support, could he hold on for a while longer and take Alludo’s follow-up damage? 

Regarding this question, Zhang Shan himself could not be sure. 

This was because there were no monsters around alludor for him to suck blood from. 

In order not to affect the damage output of the others. 

The small monsters had already been blocked out of the defense circle by the Guild members. 

He could only heal the BOSS once with each attack. 

There was no catapulting and passive lifesteal. 

Zhang Shan’s lifesteal effect was much worse. 

However, it didn’t mean that they couldn’t hold on. 

He still had a chance and might not fall to the ground. 

After all, his current lifesteal ability had improved a little after he obtained the life focus passive skill. 

The damage he dealt to alludor was more than 50000. 

even if it could only drain blood once, it could still drain more than 10000 hp. 

Furthermore, his attack speed was much faster than alludor’s. 

If Alludo hit him once, he could deal two or three damage. 

In other words, without any support. 

For every 160000 to 170000 damage that alludor dealt to Zhang Shan, he could absorb back 30000 to 

40000 damage. 

Even though this was still far from it. 

however, he didn’t have to hold on for too long. 

After alludor cast his ultimate skill, the support players quickly rushed up to heal him. 

This gap was at most one or two seconds. 

He might be able to hold on. 

Of course, it was necessary for Feng Yun realm to make arrangements in advance. 

It was always good to be prepared. 



Otherwise, if he really couldn’t handle it ... 

Wouldn’t that be a mess? 

 

Chapter 434 The mysterious Broken Sword 

After Feng Yun realm had arranged everything, everyone continued to attack the boss. 

It didn’t take long for the demon general arudo’s health to drop to 50%. 

Feng Yun realm said to everyone. 

“Let’s retreat first. The support team one will stay.” 

after feng yun realm finished speaking, the rest of them quickly retreated to a place a hundred yards 

away from alludor. 

Zhang Shan was the only one left at the scene, continuing to attack the boss. 

There was also a team of supports who were always by his side, healing him. 

This team’s support was destined to fall. 

They were equivalent to cannon fodder. 

When alludor cast his ultimate skill, these people would definitely die. 

This was something that could not be helped. They could not just leave Zhang Shan alone. 

If he was the only one left, he wouldn’t be able to take on the boss. 

If there was no support to heal him. 

Alludor might not even have time to unleash his big move. 

He had to hang up first. 

Zhang Shan was the only one left on the scene, and he continued to attack the boss. 

However, the damage he caused by himself was also very fierce. 

In a short while, alludor’s health was reduced to half. 

When alludor’s HP dropped to half ... 

It thrust the spear into the air. 

The firmament seemed to be splitting open, and a demonic Dragon’s Shadow appeared in the void. 

The demonic Dragon’s Shadow descended from the sky. Its huge dragon claws covered the sky and 

smacked down at Zhang Shan’s position. 

Damage -429068. 



A damage of up to 420000 appeared above Zhang Shan’s head. 

His health bar was emptied almost instantly by alludor’s big move. 

As for the healer who was originally behind him, he had already died. 

As for the other support players, they had followed Feng Yun realm and the others to retreat. 

They wanted to step forward and heal Zhang Shan. 

It would take at least one or two seconds. 

For the time being, no one could help him. 

If he didn’t want to fall to the ground, he could only rely on himself. 

Zhang Shan quickly activated his fanatic skill and attacked madly. 

after activating the fanatic skill. 

increases attack speed by 100% for 5 seconds. 

Although the duration of the fanatic skill was very short. 

However, Zhang Shan did not need too much time. 

All he needed to do was to stall for a second or two. 

When the support behind him ran up, he just had to heal him. 

Originally, he could have dealt two or three shots of damage in one second. 

After activating the fanatic skill. 

Every second, Zhang Shan could deal about five to six shots of damage. 

before alludor was hit by the follow-up damage, he had to take advantage of the situation. 

Zhang Shan quickly sucked back some of the blood. 

after alludor had released his ultimate, he followed up with a shadowless spear to stab at zhang shan. 

-169997 damage. 

At this moment, Zhang Shan had not fallen to the ground. 

With the little bit of blood he had just sucked back, he was still standing. 

However, his health bar was really left with a sliver. 

If he didn’t have a support to heal him. 

He would definitely not be able to withstand alludor’s next attack. 

at this moment, the guild leaders who had just retreated quickly rushed forward. 

The supports in the team had gotten close enough to heal Zhang Shan. 



... 

He madly healed him. 

Under the hard work of a group of assistants. 

Finally, Zhang Shan’s blood volume had been raised a little. 

Before alludor’s second attack landed ... 

His blood volume was raised to a healthy state. 

they saw that after zhang shan took a wave of the BOSS’s big moves, he actually did not fall. 

The rest of the team quickly went up to attack the BOSS. 

The support classes on the scene continued to heal Zhang Shan, all the way until he was at full health. 

“F * ck, the six-barreled boss is too crazy. He took a wave of the BOSS’s big moves and didn’t fall. this is a 

BOSS with a real name.” 

it’s too powerful. It’s even more powerful than a BOSS. 

“What a freak.” 

... 

what do you guys know? it’s a good thing there aren’t any small monsters around. Otherwise, Big Boss 

six-barreled could take out alludor by himself. 

” that’s true. with his ejection skill and lifesteal effect, it’s possible that he can withstand the BOSS 

‘damage without any support. ” 

catapulting is such a good passive skill. Why don’t I have it? ” 

“Can you be the same as the six-barreled Big Boss?” 

” sigh, why is the difference between people so big? ” 

the key is that the gap is getting bigger and bigger. I don’t even want to play this game anymore. It’s too 

much of a blow. 

“Haha, you’ll be fine once you get used to it.” 

that’s right. I’m used to being beaten by the six-barreled boss. 

“Don’t talk nonsense, play faster. Try your best to destroy it before alludor releases his second big 

move.” 

“That’s a little difficult.” 

“Difficult my ass, isn’t it just 200 million HP? With so many of us fighting together, it’ll be very fast.” 

“Come on, play faster.” 



When they first started, there were only about two to three hundred people who participated in the 

attack. 

the guild members who had come to support them arrived one after another. 

Feng Yun realm then gathered a few hundred players to fight the boss. 

Until there was no more space around alludor. 

They already had nearly a thousand people attacking alludor. 

Alludor’s HP was dropping faster and faster. 

It might really be possible to destroy alludor before he could release his second big move. 

Under the continuous attacks of nearly a thousand people. 

The health of alludor, the general of the demon guards, dropped rapidly. 

50%, 40%, 30%. 

In the meantime, alludor summoned the demon God’s apparition again. 

However, it didn’t happen this time. It had caused too much of an impact. 

Right now, outside the East Gate of Dangyang city, there were still players who were still alive. 

he had been able to survive the previous wave of attacks because of the demon god’s will. 

Of course, he could survive the second wave of damage now. 

Unless it was an extremely unlucky person. 

When alludor summoned the demon God’s apparition, his HP was empty. 

Then there was no other way. He would directly fall to the ground, and even if the support wanted to 

heal him, he wouldn’t be able to. 

The others could basically survive it. 

The second wave of the BOSS ‘will of the demon God skill was over. 

the wind and cloud guild basically didn’t have many people who died. 

That attracted the attention of the other players who were still outside the East Gate. 

It was still alright, only a few people fell to the ground. 

of course, the main point was that not many players were still farming monsters outside the east gate. 

Other than the people from the wind and cloud Guild. 

there were probably less than 10000 players farming monsters outside the east gate. 

The great waves would wash away the sand, and the ones left were all powerful characters. 



Of course, these people would not fall to the ground so easily. 

After another wave of attacks from the BOSS ... 

Zhang Shan looked at the time. 

There were less than six minutes left until the end of the monster attack. 

However, alludor, the general of the demon guards, only had 30% of his health left. 

It was enough for them to kill the BOSS. 

They only used about five minutes. 

he only managed to take out 70% of alludor’s health. 

Moreover, in order to avoid alludor’s big move in the middle, he had dealt damage. 

other than zhang shan, the others had also stopped their attacks for a period of time. 

Alludor only had 30% HP left. 

If everything went well, they could completely defeat it in two to three minutes. 

haha, alludor can’t take it anymore. Hurry up and destroy it. 

“It’s a pity that such a handsome boss is going to be killed by us.” 

“F * ck, you can’t do it?” 

“You don’t say, I really can’t bear to do it.” 

if you don’t want to fight, then get lost and go farm monsters. It won’t affect you at all without you. 

I’m just joking. I just feel bad for you. I didn’t say I wouldn’t continue. 

“Then why are you still talking?” 

I’m looking forward to it. We’re going to kill another real-name BOSS. I wonder what kind of good stuff it 

will drop for us this time. 

“It doesn’t matter what it is. I only want the divine artifact and the mission item.” 

“Your request is a little too high.” 

“I say, why do you guys have to worry so much? even if there’s something good, what does it have to do 

with you? This time, the six-barreled Big Shot will definitely choose first.” 

“That’s true, it has nothing to do with me.” 

“I don’t have any objections to letting six-barreled boss choose first. Without the six-barreled boss, we 

wouldn’t have been able to kill alludor even if we fought with our lives.” 



“Yeah, let’s not talk about whether we can beat them or not. The key is that there’s definitely not 

enough time. If there’s no one to withstand alludor’s damage, we won’t be able to deal much damage at 

all.” 

that’s right. It’s too unreliable to use cannon fodder to fight the BOSS. It’s easy to collapse. 

“Hehe, did you guys know? Guild domination had just collapsed. their main force was almost all cut 

down by alluto.” 

how can this be? even if no one can withstand alludor’s damage, they have so many cannon fodders. 

Why didn’t they pull the BOSS? ” 

“It’s too easy for accidents to happen if we rely on cannon fodder to pull the BOSS. I wasn’t paying 

attention and the BOSS rushed over and cut off the main attacker.” 

haha, we’re the best at fighting bosses. We’ve never met a tough one before. 

of course, no matter how hard the boss is, it’s not as hard as the six-barreled boss. 

“do you think we can go to the demon-suppressing city to fight the one in the demon-suppressing city 

after we defeat this alludor?” 

brother, don’t think too much. You’re eating from the bowl while looking at the pot. 

” we can’t fight it anymore. if we can take care of this alluto, we’ll have completed our mission. ” 

“Yes, there’s not enough time. We won’t have time to destroy the one in the demon-suppressing clan 

city.” 

“The main thing is that the bosses in the demon-suppressing city all have a Holy demon’s protection 

state, which reduces damage by 50%. It’s very time-consuming to fight the BOSS there.” 

” stop dreaming. even if we don’t have the holy demon’s protection, we don’t have enough time to go 

to the demon-suppressing city to fight the BOSS. ” 

that’s right. By the time we defeat this alludor, there’ll only be three to four minutes left before the 

event ends. It’s not enough time to fight another real-name BOSS. 

alright, then we can only hope that this alludor can give us a few more good items. 

“It would be best if you could give us three to five divine artifacts as quest items, hehe.” 

“Haha, you really dare to think.” 

“Of course, the more daring a person is, the more fertile the land is.” 

“With your blessings, our divine weapon will be on this alludor.” 

“Come on, beat it up.” 

under the rapid attacks of the large group of people, alludor’s hp dropped faster and faster. 

Very quickly, they had reduced his HP to 20%. 



The BOSS entered berserk mode. 

In the berserk state, alludor’s spear speed was faster and his damage was higher. 

originally, alludor’s shadowless spear skill would cause the enemy to be unable to dodge it. 

He just couldn’t see the shadow of the spear. 

He could only see alludor waving his spear continuously. 

Then, above Zhang Shan’s head, damage values kept appearing. 

After alludor entered berserk mode. 

alludor waved his spear even faster. 

The damage values that appeared on Zhang Shan’s body were also getting higher and higher, more and 

more frequently. 

However, it didn’t matter. 

Zhang Shan’s health was very high. 

Not to mention alludor, the damage from each shot was less than 200000. 

Even if it was a critical hit, it would not be able to kill Zhang Shan instantly. 

As long as he wasn’t killed in an instant. 

With the support behind Zhang Shan, they were healing him. 

No matter how high and fast alludor’s damage was. 

It was impossible to kill him. 

On the contrary, it was after the berserk. 

The defense of the general of the demon guards, alludor, became even weaker. 

The damage they dealt now was also higher. 

As a result, the progress of fighting the boss became faster. 

The health of the demon guard general alludor was decreasing faster and faster. 

20%, 10%, 5%. 

Seeing arudo’s HP, he was about to be hit to zero. 

Zhang Shan quickly summoned the Panda dumpling. 

He controlled the Panda ball to move forward. 

When alludor’s health bar was empty ... 

zhang shan immediately controlled the panda dumpling and waited for the right time. 



Using the combo skill, the Panda ball waved its small palm. 

He slapped alludor seven times in a row, causing him to explode. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, heart follows 

me Pixiu for killing the demon general alludor. &Gt; 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

haha, we’ve finally defeated alludor. We’ve defeated another real-name BOSS. 

“Are we too strong? or is it because the real name BOSS is too weak? it doesn’t feel challenging at all.” 

“What does killing the BOSS have to do with you, you noob? You’re just standing there and chopping 

wood.” 

“Yeah, the strength of the BOSS has nothing to do with us. We’re just standing there. With the six-

barreled boss tanking the BOSS ‘damage, it’s the same for us. We just need to deal some damage and 

we don’t need to do anything. It’s very simple.” 

“as long as it’s a six-barreled boss, it’s not a problem.” 

sigh, a team actually always relies on a Hunter as the main tank. This is a disgrace to The Guardian class, 

hehe. 

“Who are you ridiculing?” 

Upon hearing this, Secretary Feng Yun was displeased. 

Damn it, was he the one who didn’t want to go up and tank the boss? 

He also wanted to tank the boss’s damage. 

However, he could not hold on at all. 

What else could he do? 

Although the little Secretary had obtained a divine-level shield ... 

Compared to the other Guardian classes ... 

He was already much stronger. 

However, he had never been able to get a good cloak. 

The cloak he was wearing was a level 35 blue cloak. 

He also wanted to change to a purple cloak. 

But he couldn’t get it at all. 

There was no place to buy it even if he wanted to. 

None of them were for sale. 



he couldn’t even find the purple cape in the auction house. 

Without a good Cape, his HP would not increase. 

Little Secretary Feng Yun’s HP was only slightly over 100000. 

Compared to Zhang Shan’s 500000 HP, it was far too lacking. 

The difference of a cloak made him, a Guardian warrior who had a bright future, become more and 

more powerful. 

However, he had never felt his presence. 

Every time they fought a boss. 

he could only mix in with the other close-combat professions and be an ordinary fighter. 

this was also because his equipment was good enough. 

Although he was a Guardian, his damage output was not much worse than others. 

Otherwise, he might not even be a BOSS. 

“Haha, little Secretary, you’re getting anxious.” 

” don’t worry, little secretary. it’s not your fault that you’re weak. it’s just that big boss six-guan is too 

strong, which makes you look weak, hehe. ” 

that’s true. We’re all weaklings compared to the big boss six-barrel. 

Seeing that the little Secretary was unhappy, the others started to tease her even more. 

don’t talk nonsense. Boss, take a look. Did alluto drop anything good? ” 

do you even need to think about it? there must be something good. Alludor is a real-name BOSS. 

“My divine weapon, quickly come into the bowl.” 

feng yun realm did not care about these idiots and directly displayed the dropped items on the guild 

channel. 

Zhang Shan took a look at the items that Feng Yun realm had displayed. 

There were three red equipment and one red material. 

These common things were not worth mentioning. 

It was just a matter of tens of thousands of gold coins, no one would care about this. 

The most important thing was the special items that were left behind. 

This time, alluto did not disappoint them. 

Other than a God-tier equipment quest item, it also dropped a purple cape. 



However, even though the purple cape was good, the Cape that alludor had dropped was a level 60 

equipment. 

The big shots in the Guild weren’t even level 40 yet. 

Level 60 equipment was too far away from them. 

of course, as long as it was a purple cloak, no one would dislike it, even if they didn’t have a use for it at 

the moment. 

He could also store it in the warehouse. 

When he reached level 60, he wouldn’t need to get cloaks anymore. 

The cloak was level 60, so no one had any use for it. 

However, he could use the divine weapon mission item now. 

There were no level restrictions for divine weapons. 

As long as the artifact was repaired, it would level up as the player leveled up. 

It was simply a must-have for home and travel. 

“Haha, there’s indeed a divine artifact as a mission item.” 

it’s a pity that there’s only one. There’s not enough to go around. 

don’t be too greedy. It’s good enough to have one. Take it slow. 

“Yes, just be content. To be able to drop a God-tier quest item, our luck is already pretty good.” 

that’s right. It doesn’t mean that real-name bosses will drop divine weapon quest items. We’ve fought 

two or three of them before, but they didn’t drop anything. 

“who cares? we’ve already agreed on this. don’t fight with me over this divine artifact mission item. 

please give me some face.” 

you’re so shameless. Are you using your butt as your face? ” 

that’s right. A horse doesn’t know its face. If you want a divine artifact, then we’ll have to rely on our 

own abilities. 

Oh my God, brothers, don’t roll in. One piece for each of you. Line up to eat the fruit, hehe. 

“In your dreams.” 

“Speaking of which, what class does this divine weapon mission item belong to? Why don’t I 

understand?” 

so stupid. It’s written so clearly. Don’t you understand? ” 

that’s right, that’s right. Can’t you understand the two words ‘Broken Sword’? ” 

“Everyone, please understand. This guy might not be able to read.” 



“F * ck, I was just saying, and you guys are getting excited.” 

Zhang Shan took a look at the description of the divine weapon mission item. 

[mysterious broken sword: special item. this is a strange broken sword that exudes a mysterious aura.] 

No one knew where it came from or what it was used for. 

Please take it and ask someone who knows the truth. 

The description of this divine weapon mission item was very clear. 

it was a sword. 

In this game, the only classes that used swords were spellblades and priests. 

However, the magic swords used by Taoist priests were usually non-metallic. 

And this divine weapon mission item, from its appearance, should be made of metal. 

In other words, this God equipment mission tool. 

After completing the divine weapon mission. 

He should be able to get a God-grade longsword for spellblades. 

This was the second magic swordsman’s God-tier weapon that they had obtained. 

last time, they had gotten their hands on a god-tier quest item for spellblades, a strange stick. 

In the end, it was smacked away by heart moves with me. 

This allowed Windcloud blade to earn a huge profit. 

Everyone knew what the divine weapon mission item was. 

It would definitely go to Zhang Shan. 

If any of them wanted it, they would buy it with money. 

It’s a pity that my heart moves as I please, and I already have a God-grade weapon. 

Without a tycoon like him. 

The rest of the big bosses were also very rich, but they were afraid that they would not have the heart 

to do so. 

They might not be able to sell for a high price. 

Moreover, there were more and more divine artifacts now. 

It was going to depreciate. 

alright, let’s distribute the items. We’ll follow the old rules and distribute the items according to the 

damage ranking. 



After Feng Yun realm finished speaking, he displayed the BOSS battle’s damage ranking. 

Needless to say, Zhang Shan would definitely be ranked first. 

Moreover, the total damage he dealt was almost ten times more than moving heart, who was in second 

place. 

Not only was Zhang Shan’s attack power four to five times higher than his “following the heart.” 

His attack speed was also much faster than heart follows me. 

Every time my heart moves, I make a slash. 

Even Zhang Shan could deal damage with two shots. 

That was why the difference in damage between them was so great. 

wind and cloud slash’s damage was not bad either. 

It was just a little less than the heart following me. 

After all, in terms of continuous output. 

Spellblades had a natural advantage over Berserkers. 

Berserkers only had instant burst damage. 

The sustainability was a little worse. 

spellblades, on the other hand, had more skills and had a longer duration. 

Feng Yun realm began to distribute the items according to the damage ranking. 

He had given the mysterious Broken Sword to Zhang Shan. 

After Zhang Shan had obtained the broken sword, he had started the auction mode and made an 

advertisement in the Guild channel. 

” don’t miss it. a godly weapon will accompany you forever in the game, hehe. ” 

“F * ck, Big Boss six-barreled, can you not be so evil? he even put up an advertisement. we don’t want to 

roll, we don’t want to let the six-barreled boss’s plot succeed.” 

“That’s right, you’re right. Then you don’t have to film anymore.” 

“Haha, why are you talking so much? I bid 50 million gold coins.” 

f * ck, you actually sneak attacked. This is an auction, what’s the use of sneak attacks? you have to rely 

on gold coins to speak. I bid 80 million. 

“100 million gold coins.” 

don’t do that. You’ll have divine artifacts next time. Don’t make the price so high. 

” if you don’t have any gold coins, just stand aside. why are you talking so much? ” 



“That’s right, 120 million gold.” 

“Hey, you guys are awesome. I’m not filming anymore. I’ll wait for the next time I farm small monsters 

and see if I can get a divine weapon quest item. I’ll save some money.” 

“That’s a good idea. I’ll support you spiritually.” 

” that’s right, people need to have dreams. i bid 150 million gold coins. ” 

two hundred million? f * ck, I’m almost out of pocket money. 

“What’s there to call? 250 million.” 

” sigh, you guys are too much. i’ll bid 280 million. if anyone else raises the bid, i won’t take it anymore. ” 

“Damn, do you have to be so ruthless? That’s almost 300 million gold.” 

When the price reached 2800000 gold coins, everyone stopped bidding. 

although there were many big shots in the guild. 

100 to 200 million gold coins was nothing to them. 

Perhaps it was really just pocket money for a period of time. 

However, the price of 280 million gold coins was already very high. 

Even if it’s pocket money, it should be spent sparingly. 

after all, not everyone was as heroic as him, whose heart moved with him. 

Last time,”your heart moves with me” cost me 500 million gold. 

Only then did he manage to win the divine weapon mission item from wind cloud blade. 

This time, he was far from it. 

He estimated that 280 million might be the limit. 

However, Zhang Shan was already very satisfied with this price. 

If this was before the game. 

All his assets added up to only a hundred thousand. 

Compared to the concept of a hundred million words, it was a huge difference. 

what was there to be dissatisfied about? 

Seeing that there was no one else, he raised the price again. 

Zhang Shan said. 

“280000,000 going once. Is there anyone who wants to raise the bid?” 

“280 million gold going twice.” 



280 million gold going thrice. Congratulations, swordsman, for obtaining a divine weapon. 

The Big Shot who had won the divine weapon mission item was called wind and cloud swordsman. 

he was also the big boss who had been hanging out with feng yun realm since the beginning. 

congratulations, my ass. He only got his hands on the quest item. He’s still far from getting a real divine 

weapon. 

One of the Guild leaders said jealously. 

that’s right. Bingbing’s divine weapon hasn’t been repaired yet. I don’t know when she will be able to 

complete the mission. 

upon hearing this, zhang shan could not help but be shocked. 

Feng Yun Tian Bing’s divine weapon, have you still not gotten it? 

How long had it been? 

It had been more than half a month. After such a long time, he still hadn’t completed the divine weapon 

mission? 

Could it be that they had yet to find an NPC that could repair the artifact? 

Zhang Shan took a look at the equipment rankings. 

there really wasn’t any newly added divine weapon on it. 

There were only the four of them, and there were five divine artifacts in total. 

Zhang Shan asked the others. 

“What’s the situation? Fengyun Bingbing’s divine weapon mission still wasn’t completed? Can’t you find 

the NPC that can trigger the quest?” 

He wasn’t familiar with Feng Yun Bing Bing, so he could only ask the other bosses in the Guild. 

Feng Yun Bing Bing didn’t participate in today’s monster attack either. He didn’t know if she went to 

complete a quest. 

the mission has been triggered, but it’s not that easy to complete. I have to run around every day to 

collect materials at designated places? ” 

“Collect materials? What was the meaning of this? Don’t we usually buy materials from the capital city’s 

NPCs?” 

Zhang Shan was very confused. 

When they were doing the divine weapon mission. 

the npcs who repaired the godly items also issued many missions to collect materials. 

However, those materials could be bought from the NPCs in the capital city. 



He didn’t need to go to the auction hall to buy it, nor did he need to farm it himself. 

“That’s right, the NPC that Bing Bing triggered the quest was extremely overpowered. Each material has 

to carry a mission to kill a specific monster before it will drop.” 

“Damn, the difficulty of getting a divine weapon has increased again?” 

zhang shan was depressed. 

from the looks of it, these people who had gotten their hands on divine artifacts before. 

It’s actually the easiest, and the difficulty will increase as we go on? 

This didn’t make sense. 

Shouldn’t it be easier the further you go? 

If the difficulty of getting a divine weapon continued to increase, how would other players be able to get 

one in the future? 

“No one knows the exact situation. After the swordsman triggers the mission, you’ll probably know.” 

sigh, I hope that the difficulty of the divine weapon mission doesn’t increase any further. Otherwise, 

those of us who don’t have divine weapons will cry. 

“Why are you crying? it’s just to get materials, right? As long as you give me a divine weapon, I’m willing 

to farm for two to three months.” 

“That’s true. For the sake of the divine artifact, this isn’t a big deal.” 

the auction of the mysterious broken sword was completed. 

Zhang Shan traded the broken sword to wind and cloud swordsman. 

After receiving the broken sword, the wind and cloud swordsman was very happy. 

However, he did not have that many gold coins on him right now. 

Hence, the wind and cloud swordsman said to Zhang Shan. 

brother Liu Guan, I’ll give you the gold coins after the event. I don’t have that much gold coins on me 

right now. 

“alright, that’s easy.” 

It didn’t make a difference whether he gave it earlier or later. 

Although Zhang Shan was not familiar with the wind and cloud swordsman. 

However, they were all brothers in the same Guild, so they wouldn’t go anywhere. 

Besides, in this game. 

Who would dare to offend him now? 



If he dared to not pay back the money he owed him, Zhang Shan would chop him up until he shut up. 

After the transaction was completed, Zhang Shan first sent the red packet to the Guild channel. 

Sold for 280 million gold. 

He had to send out a red packet of 28 million. 

Zhang Shan looked at his total amount of gold. 

Although the 280 million gold coins had not been received yet. 

however, he still had 200 million gold on him. 

forget it, i’ll be more generous and send a red packet of 30 million gold coins. 

He was really not short of money now. 

Zhang Shan sent the 30 million gold to the Guild channel. 

He would also casually snatch one. 

It was only one gold coin. 

This luck was unparalleled. 

There were only 100000 members in the entire Guild, and not everyone was online. 

30 million gold coins, on average. 

Each of them would get at least 300 gold coins. 

And he only managed to get one gold coin. 

He could only say that today was not the right day for him to snatch red packets. 

His luck was too bad. 

Zhang Shan’s Red packets were unlucky, but there were always people who were lucky. 

as long as there were more people, there would always be a number of european kings. 

Not long after Zhang Shan sent out the red packets, someone started shouting in the Guild channel. 

“F * ck, I got a million gold coins.” 

f * ck, is this real? how did they manage to get so many? ” 

that’s too much. One person took away the share of a few thousand people. 

this is too much! How did he manage to steal so many gold coins? ” 

who knows? haha, I’m going to make a fortune today. I’ll have instant noodles and ham sausages 

tonight. 

“F * ck, can’t you be a little more promising?” 



I only managed to get 10 gold coins. I want to cry. 

I’ve only robbed a passerby with 100 gold coins. I haven’t even gotten the average. What a loss. 

haha, I got 500 gold coins. I didn’t lose anything this time. 

I’ve got 2000 gold coins. After I go offline tonight, I’ll go to the great sword, hehe. 

“Wastrel.” 

After snatching the red packets, everyone had a share. 

All the Guild members were very happy. 

However, some people got more, while others got less. 

Those who robbed less, like Zhang Shan, only had one gold coin. 

the one that got the most was actually a million gold coins. 

The red packets this time were a little uneven. 

But it didn’t matter. 

to the big shots of guilds ... 

It was just for entertainment. 

It didn’t matter how many gold coins he got, he just wanted to have fun. 

To ordinary guild members, this wasn’t the case. 

As long as they managed to get a red packet, they would earn it. 

Even if they only managed to get a few gold coins, it would be good. 

After all, to ordinary people, a few dollars was also breakfast money. 

Wasn’t it good to be able to earn some money for breakfast? 

 

Chapter 435 A strange stone 

After Zhang Shan had sent out the red packets. 

The entire Guild was overjoyed. 

This was especially true for the ordinary guild members. 

Many of them could get a red packet without doing anything. 

If they were lucky, they might even be able to get a large amount of gold coins. 

Some of them had also joined in the attack on the BOSS. 

Some of them cleared the monsters around the BOSS and helped out a little. 



however, there was still a group of people who had died when alludor was blown up. 

He hadn’t even rushed over yet. 

After all, some guilds ‘members were not able to do so due to distance or other reasons. 

After running for a long time, he still couldn’t make it. 

However, when Zhang Shan sent the red packets, he sent them on the Guild channel. 

He couldn’t possibly say who was qualified to snatch the red packet and who wasn’t. 

They were all brothers from the same Guild. 

If he did that, he would be too petty. 

This was also the reason why Feng Yun realm had sent everyone over to help. 

There was no need to distinguish them so clearly. 

It didn’t matter if he was of any help, as long as he took action. 

even now, he was still on the way. 

There were even guild members who had fallen to the ground at the beginning. 

They had also taken action. 

Hence, the red packets that Zhang Shan sent out were shared by everyone. 

As long as the Guild members were online, they would be able to grab the red envelope. 

After the mysterious Broken Sword was auctioned off, Zhang Shan’s Red packets had also been 

distributed. 

The items after that were easy to distribute. 

The cloak was given to moving heart, and the other red equipment and materials were not even worth 

mentioning. 

They would be distributed according to their damage output. 

They didn’t even need to auction it. 

They were all level 60 equipment. Even if they auctioned them off in the Guild, no one would want 

them. 

My heart moves as I please, I’ve earned big this time. 

He had also obtained a level 60 purple cape. 

The last time they cleared a dungeon. 

they had already dropped a level 50 purple cape, which was also rolled by following heart. 

This time, for a considerable period of time. 



he didn’t even need to worry about the cloak. 

The other people who had received the items also sent out red packets of the corresponding amount on 

the Guild channel. 

However, compared to the amount of red packets that Zhang Shan had sent out ... 

The gold coins that these people gave out were not worth mentioning at all. 

Even if it was “heart moves with me” and he was assigned a purple cape. 

it was estimated to be two million gold coins. 

All he needed to do was to send out a red packet of 200000 gold coins. 

this small amount of gold coins could be divided among all the guild members. 

Each of them would only get two gold coins. 

He was completely uninterested. 

The others who received equipment and materials received even less red packets and gold coins. 

everyone was fighting for copper coins, and those who managed to get gold coins were considered 

lucky. 

The people from wind and cloud Guild were happily distributing the equipment and snatching red 

packets. 

All the players in the game were about to explode. 

A BOSS that no one else dared to provoke, the wind and cloud Guild defeated it in less than ten 

minutes? 

It was simply exaggerated. 

The final BOSS of this monster attack had just appeared not long ago. 

The players from the other cities didn’t have any thoughts. 

... 

He couldn’t win at all. 

Even if he forced himself to fight, he would not have enough time. 

It was also impossible to kill the BOSS. 

Not only would it be a waste of time, but it would also cost the lives of many people. 

However, the result was that they were destined to be unable to kill the BOSS. 

Then what was there to do? 

that was why everyone gave up. 



during the entire monster siege, 22 nephilim guard generals had spawned. 

only the wind and cloud guild, the war god guild, and the domineering aura guild were fighting. 

However, other than the wind and cloud Guild, the war god Guild and the domineering aura Guild were 

fighting very slowly. 

There was no need to talk about Guild domination. 

... 

there was even a wave of chaos just now. 

Later on, they reorganized themselves and were still fighting. 

However, they couldn’t even take out 20% of arudo’s health. 

The war god Guild was slightly better than the domineering aura Guild. 

They had been very careful. 

Those who died were only cannon fodder. As the main damage dealer, he had basically never been 

defeated by alludor. 

However, they had been too careful. 

Therefore, they fought very slowly. 

They were all fighting the BOSS from a distance. 

Up until now, even though it had not broken down. 

However, he had only managed to take out arudo, who had less than 40% of his health. 

There were only three to four minutes left before the event ended. 

The war god Guild would definitely not be able to kill the demon guard general arudo. 

As for now, they were still persevering in the battle. 

It was just a kind of belief. 

How could a Guild that did not dare to challenge a Big Boss be considered a super Guild? 

what face did he have to continue to occupy the throne of first place? 

Whether it was for the sake of their reputation or for the sake of their team’s cooperation. 

The war god Guild had never given up on fighting the boss. 

Even if he was destined not to kill alludor. 

They wanted to continue fighting. 

This continued until the monster siege event ended. 



the progress of the three guilds in fighting the boss. 

It had always been the focus of the other players. 

Seeing this gap, everyone was shocked. 

The world Channel: 

the wind and cloud Guild is still the best. They killed the BOSS so quickly. 

that’s right. The BOSS in LAN Tian city hasn’t even lost 20% of its health. The difference is too big. 

the domineering King is here to be a joke. Why is he in such a hurry? he could have just taken it slow. In 

the end, he crashed. What’s the point of fighting then? ” 

what can we do? the domineering King is just that impatient. 

“What’s the difference between fast and slow? They can’t be killed anyway.” 

that’s right. Although the war god Guild can fight steadily, they can’t defeat the BOSS before the event 

ends. 

” that’s right. a real-name BOSS is too powerful. ” 

to be honest, I really don’t know how six-pipe Bodhisattva killed the Zombie King by himself last time. 

How did he do it? ” 

” it’s really strange. even the real-name bosses are so overpowered. these super big guilds couldn’t even 

take them down with all their members, but six-barreled bodhisattva could. it’s unreasonable for him to 

take them down alone. ” 

it’s unbelievable. That’s a real-name BOSS. 

“Yeah, I’ve finally experienced the power of a real-name boss. Just now, when the war god Guild was at 

80% HP, the BOSS used the demon God’s will skill and I was struck down in a few seconds.” 

“Haha, why did you run away earlier? you have learned your lesson from Dangyang city. You actually still 

dare to farm monsters there.” 

“Damn it, how can what I heard be the same as what I’ve experienced? I thought they were just 

exaggerating.” 

indeed. Without experiencing it for myself, I can’t believe that a real-name BOSS is so powerful. 

“so what if it’s a powerful BOSS? In the end, it was still destroyed by the wind and cloud Guild in just a 

few minutes.” 

the wind and cloud Guild is indeed strong. They might really become the number one Guild in the game. 

that’s impossible. Other than six-barreled Bodhisattva, the wind and cloud Guild is far from being 

comparable to the God of War Guild. 

“But they only have six tube Bodhisattva. That’s enough.” 



“How should I put this? the operations of the wind and cloud Guild are too poor. They don’t know how 

to increase their popularity. they could still rely on their own people to fight on a small scale. In a real 

battle, they definitely can’t do it. ” 

“Brother, your thinking is wrong. Once upon a time, the domineering King thought the same way, and 

then he was beaten up by him, hehe.” 

that’s right. Why is it that after so many attempts, domineering aura still can’t defeat wind and cloud? 

it’s so weird. 

what’s so strange about that? this means that the wind and cloud Guild’s strength isn’t any weaker than 

theirs. 

“Wind cloud Guild’s high-end combat power is too strong. with six god-tier equipment and a few 

ultimate skills, how could domineering aura possibly win? Use your head to fight.” 

you can’t say that. It’s mainly because Subjugator is too tough. He doesn’t pay attention to any strategy. 

He just charges at his opponent’s defense every time. It’d be a wonder if he could win. 

“I don’t think I’ve seen it before. The wind and cloud Guild and the domineering aura Guild had just 

fought. They’re always weakening their players first before crushing Guild domination in one fell 

swoop.” 

this shows that the people in wind and cloud Guild are smart. They pay attention to strategy, and 

strategy is also a form of strength. 

isn’t that so? cowards like the domineering King are just weak. 

” haha, you’re right. if domineering aura had a new boss, their overall strength might have increased by 

a lot. ” 

you guys are thinking too much. Without the domineering King, can the domineering Guild still be called 

the domineering Guild? ” 

“Who cares? I don’t like guilds like domineering aura.” 

“Yeah, they’re too ostentatious. Why are you being so flamboyant when you’re playing a game?” 

the wind and cloud Guild’s atmosphere is really good. Even I’m starting to want to join their Guild. 

“Then you have to be in Chu country. You can’t join a guild across countries.” 

that’s right. If only I had chosen Chu back then. Then, I would have been able to follow the boss of the 

wind and cloud Guild and get some benefits. 

why are you talking about this? it’s not like you can betray your country. You can’t change the decision 

you made when you leave the novice village. There’s no medicine for regret. 

isn’t that so? the players of Chu country are really blessed. 

Zhang Shan and the rest did not care about the chaos in the world Channel. 

After killing alludor, they continued to farm monsters outside the East Gate. 



the monster attack was not over yet. 

He had to try to farm more monsters. 

He had to stabilize his ranking on the contribution board. 

This was related to the last event treasure chest reward. 

The higher the ranking, the better the treasure chest reward. 

The higher the chances of getting good items. 

Therefore, even though the BOSS was defeated ... 

However, no one relaxed. 

He was still farming monsters. 

Currently, the top ten positions on the city defense contribution leaderboard were almost completely 

occupied by the wind and cloud Guild. 

Zhang Shan was ranked first, following my heart was second, and wind and cloud blade was third. 

Even among the last seven places, five of them were the big bosses of the wind and cloud Guild. 

among the top ten on the leaderboard, the wind and cloud guild actually occupied eight. 

This was because they had fought many bosses. 

he had fought two demon lieutenants in the demon-suppressing city. 

later on, he had beaten alludor. 

Especially Alludo, the general of the demon guards, as a real name boss. 

After being blown up by them. 

They gave him a lot of contribution points. 

All of a sudden, their rankings were pushed to the top. 

However, the event was not over yet. 

The current ranking was still temporary and did not count. 

he had to hold on until the event ended. 

They could still stabilize their ranking. 

That way, he could receive the corresponding treasure chest reward. 

Zhang Shan did not mind. 

his city defense contribution points were far ahead. 

No one could push him down. 



in terms of damage output, who could compare to him? 

Even if there were ten of them added together, their contribution points would not be as much as his. 

however, it was not necessarily the case for the others. 

What if, at the last moment, someone else ... 

If they could also defeat the boss. 

It was entirely possible that he could push their ranking down. 

Other people couldn’t kill a real name boss, but there were still normal red bosses. 

Who knew if they had finished all of them. 

As for those ranked after the top ten, they didn’t matter much. 

Anyway, from the tenth place to the top 10000. 

They were all 2-star Treasure chests. 

But the difference between the top ten was a Little Big. 

First place was a reward of a 5-star Treasure chest. 

The second and third place would be rewarded with a four-star Treasure chest. 

Fourth to tenth place would be rewarded with a three-star Treasure chest. 

even though most of the treasure chests gave trash. 

However, the higher the star of the treasure chest, the higher the chance of obtaining good items. 

Zhang Shan’s 5-star Treasure chest had given him good items. 

His six-barrel Vulcan cannon blueprint had been obtained from opening a five-star Treasure chest. 

there was also the berserk skill book, which he had obtained by opening treasure chests. 

Although these two items could not be compared to divine artifacts, they were still very rare. 

He couldn’t buy it even if he wanted to. 

Hence, one could still get good things from treasure chests. 

However, that would require luck. 

Of course, the more important thing was that the higher the level of the treasure chest, the better. 

other people could forget about the 5-star treasure chest. 

There would only be one 5-star Treasure chest for every monster attack. 

It was basically fixed and was the welfare allocated to Zhang Shan. 

No one could snatch it away. 



Unless he was not online during an event one day. 

Otherwise, who would be able to compete with him? 

The other players were just fighting for the four-star and three-star Treasure chests. 

As for the 4-star Treasure chests, he only had two. 

They were given to the second and third place on the contribution board. 

With wind and cloud blade and heart moves with me, these two big bosses were here. 

The others would also find it difficult to win. 

After all, these two brothers had high damage output to begin with. 

After obtaining the divine weapon, the damage output was even more powerful. 

No one else could compare. 

At least, before they got their hands on a divine artifact, they would definitely not be able to win. 

right now, they only wanted to stabilize their position in the top ten. 

It was not a bad idea to open a 3-star Treasure chest. 

They continued to browse for a few minutes. 

All of a sudden, the demon soldiers outside the city disappeared. 

f * ck, this monster attack event is finally over. 

it’s alright this time. We fought three bosses. 

yes, we’ve gained quite a lot from this event. 

” qingqing got a holy light skill book and the blade master got a divine weapon mission item. what a big 

harvest. ” 

“Eh, I didn’t notice just now. Have the other three demon lieutenants in Dangyang city been blown up?” 

they were defeated. It took them so long to defeat the demon Lieutenant. It must have been hard on 

them. 

it’s alright. We still have a few strong players in Dangyang city. 

yes, to be able to defeat a red BOSS means that their strength is not bad. 

after the event, let’s call it a day. I’ll open a wave of treasure chests and go farm monsters. 

haha, I’m in 10th place. A 3-star Treasure chest. Perfect. 

“Dog shit luck.” 

ah, ah, ah, why am I only ranked eleventh? don’t stop me, I’m going to jump off a building. 



“If you want to jump off the building, just go. I’m not stopping you.” 

f * ck, can’t you guys have some sympathy? ” 

pity my ass. If I let you get into the top ten, what about me? ” 

“You’re so heartless, plastic brother.” 

“Who’s your brother? get lost!” 

“Hmph, I hope you get blank materials.” 

haha, you can continue to be jealous. Watch me get a divine artifact. 

in your dreams! What kind of godly item can you open from a 3-star Treasure chest? ” 

“That’s right, a red equipment is fine too.” 

After the event ended, everyone received their reward chests from their mail. 

Zhang Shan took out the treasure chest and opened it. 

After the treasure chest was opened, a faint purple light flashed. 

Then, everything returned to normal. 

What the hell did he get? 

Don’t tell me it’s a purple equipment. 

If that was the case, it would be a little tricky. 

Even if he couldn’t get anything useful, he should at least get something that could be sold for tens of 

thousands of gold coins. 

After all, it was a 5-star Treasure chest. 

At the very least, he should have gotten something valuable. 

what the hell was this purple light? 

After the treasure chest was opened, Zhang Shan suddenly felt that the sky Eagle king ring on his hand 

seemed to have changed. 

Before he could figure out what was going on. 

Suddenly, he saw a system notification. 

[ system notification: the heavenly Eagle king’s ring has detected the presence of a similar species. 

Quickly search the nearby area. ] 

When he saw this system prompt, Zhang Shan was a little confused. 

The ring also had the same aura. What the hell was this? 

He did not understand. 



at this moment, zhang shan suddenly remembered. 

back when he was repairing the sky falcon ring. 

An Qisheng had told him before. 

The heavenly Eagle king’s ring was a set, a series of God equipment accessories. 

There were two rings and a necklace. 

The three pieces of equipment could sense each other. 

He was f * cking around, and someone had gotten another kit? 

Zhang Shan did not think of it at all. 

He had already checked the items in his bag at the end of the event, and they were all trash. 

As for the items that came out of the treasure chest ... 

He hadn’t looked at it yet. 

There was nothing to look forward to. 

When he had opened the treasure chest, a purple light had flashed. 

They were either purple equipment or purple materials. 

They were all trash anyway. 

Zhang Shan’s first reaction was that someone had stolen one of the sky Eagle King Accessories. 

He had never thought that he would be able to obtain a divine weapon as a quest item when he opened 

the treasure chest. 

After all, from the start of the game until now. 

There were also many monster sieges. 

Every time, he would be able to obtain a 5-star Treasure chest. 

However, he had never obtained anything related to a divine artifact while opening a treasure chest. 

Although the description of the 5-star Treasure chest was ... 

There was a description saying that a 5-star Treasure chest had a one in ten thousand chance of getting 

a God-tier item. 

However, this one in ten thousand chance was too low. 

It didn’t seem like he was opening treasure chests, as he had the passive King talent. 

they could win by quantity. 

As long as the number of monsters was enough. 



Even if the chance of triggering it was low, he could still obtain the passive skill. 

A 5-star Treasure chest was completely different. 

This could not be won by quantity. 

Only one treasure chest will be rewarded for every monster siege event. 

In the beginning, there was a monster attack once a week. 

now, there’s an event every month. 

How the f * ck could he win with the most? 

Even if Zhang Shan was able to maintain his position as number one in the city defense contribution 

board. 

He could only get 12 treasure chests in a year. 

There was no way he could fill up the number of treasure chests. 

The items that could be obtained from treasure chests were purely based on luck. 

it was impossible to accumulate them by sheer numbers. 

He didn’t even think of it as a divine artifact. 

Zhang Shan’s first reaction was that when the others were farming the small monsters. 

It might have dropped a divine weapon. 

As long as one was lucky enough. 

The small monsters could indeed drop divine weapons and quest items. 

His hand cannon had been used at the beginning of the game. 

A strange tube dropped when he was killing small monsters. 

After that, it was restored to a divine artifact. 

Zhang Shan looked around. 

There were no outsiders in the vicinity. They were all from the wind and cloud Guild. 

If someone dropped the other parts of the sky Eagle king’s ring, it would be their guild member. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan asked in the Guild channel. 

someone was farming monsters just now. Did they get a divine weapon mission item? ” 

“What’s the situation? Why do you ask?” 

that’s impossible. How can a small monster drop a divine weapon? ” 



“you don’t say, it’s really possible. The six-barrel boss’s hand cannon was dropped from killing small 

monsters.” 

“that’s a six-barreled big shot. how could anyone else have such luck?” 

“Big brother, why do you ask?” 

my ring is a set of divine equipment. I just received a system notification saying that a similar aura has 

appeared in the surroundings. There should be someone nearby who has obtained a divine equipment 

quest item. 

zhang shan’s question was a little sudden. no one knew what he was trying to express. 

Zhang Shan explained to the others on the Guild channel. 

f * ck, hurry up and look at your backpacks. We might be rich. 

no, I just farmed for half a day. My backpack is full of trash. 

“I don’t have any, either.” 

“Big Boss six-barreled, you’re not kidding, right?” 

“Have you all checked the backpacks? did you see anything strange?” 

“There’s nothing, it’s all trash.” 

“big boss, you’re not mistaken, are you?” 

“Has everyone seen it?” 

zhang shan repeatedly confirmed on the guild channel. 

In the end, no one saw the divine artifact. 

this time, he was a little confused. 

What the f * ck was going on? 

Could the system fool him? this didn’t make sense. 

boss, have you seen your own bag? did you farm it yourself? ” 

that’s impossible. I even checked my backpack when the event ended. 

He had seen the items that had dropped from the monsters just now, and they were all trash. 

“then what’s the item that comes out of the treasure chest?” 

Eh? 

didn’t he just get a purple equipment from his treasure chest? 

Wasn’t there a flash of purple light just now? 

However, he had never seen what it was. 



All his attention had been drawn to the system notification. 

He heard someone else’s reminder. 

Zhang Shan quickly checked his backpack again. 

There was no new purple equipment in his bag. 

Instead, there was a small stone. 

F * ck, could this rock be the divine artifact mission item? 

[ strange stone: special item. This isn’t a stone. It looks like a part of an item. It exudes a faint mysterious 

aura. ] 

He didn’t know where it came from or what it was used for. 

Please take it and ask the relevant people. 

 

Chapter 436 Chain mission 

Zhang Shan looked at the stone in his backpack. 

He was a little speechless. 

The item was clearly on him, but he still went around asking other guild members. 

wasn’t this like riding a donkey to find a donkey? 

it was really awkward. 

Speaking of which, the item description for this strange stone was really nonsense. 

If it wasn’t for the heavenly Eagle king ring triggering it. 

It was a system notification. 

Who the hell knew what kind of divine artifact this was? 

What kind of divine weapon was made of stone? 

Who would have thought that this strange stone was actually a divine artifact accessory? 

that was bullshit. 

Luckily, the heavenly Eagle King Accessories could sense each other. 

Otherwise ... 

He clearly knew that this was a divine artifact mission item. 

Zhang Shan did not know what to do. 

He didn’t know what class it was. 



He did not know where to find an NPC to repair the artifact. 

He was completely brainless. 

If things didn’t go well ... 

He might even sell it. 

However, he didn’t have to worry about that now. 

Since it was a heavenly Eagle King series accessory. 

Then go to the West capital and find an Qisheng. 

He wanted the old man to help him repair the divine artifact. 

That old man’s laboratory was built with Zhang Shan’s money. 

didn’t they have to ask zhang shan to open the door for them? 

He couldn’t possibly say that an Qisheng couldn’t repair this divine artifact, right? 

That was impossible. 

Last time, an Qisheng was able to help him repair the ring. 

An Qisheng would definitely be able to repair the divine artifact this time. 

He just didn’t know if this strange stone was a ring or a necklace. 

The broken ring from last time was finally repaired to the sky Eagle king ring. 

This strange stone should be a necklace. 

however, why was the heavenly eagle king’s necklace made of stone? 

it was so weird. 

Of course, strange as it was, it was fine as long as it was a divine artifact mission item. 

Moreover, he did not need to look for an NPC to repair the artifact. 

he directly went to find an qisheng. 

This time, he should be able to get this divine weapon very quickly. 

if he could get his hands on another divine artifact. 

He would have four divine artifacts. 

A weapon, a ring, and a cloak. 

In addition to this, he could not be sure if it was a ring or a necklace. 

however, he thought about feng yun bing bing’s divine weapon mission, which took her more than half a 

month to collect materials. 



He had not even managed to get the divine weapon out, and Zhang Shan was a little flustered. 

An Qisheng wouldn’t do the same, right? 

That was really possible. 

After all, an Qisheng was just an NPC. 

To put it bluntly, he was just a piece of data. 

The game’s settings were set in the way it was. 

It would not be convenient for him just because Zhang Shan had built a laboratory for him. 

... 

The game’s settings had the final say in these matters. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan was a little flustered. 

However, for the sake of the divine artifact ... 

no matter how many missions there were, no matter how annoying the missions were, he had to do 

them. 

Who asked a divine weapon to be so attractive? 

After seeing Zhang Shan and checking his backpack, he did not speak for a long time. 

Windcloud blade asked from the side. 

“What’s the situation? Could it be that the divine artifact mission item is really on you?” 

“Yup.” 

Zhang Shan was a little embarrassed. After asking around for a long time, he realized that the item was 

with him. 

How could he not be embarrassed? 

... 

f * ck, six-barreled boss, you can’t play with me like this. 

that’s right. I was so excited just now that I thought I had a divine weapon in my backpack. You’re lying. 

I didn’t expect six-barreled boss, such a thick-browed and big-eyed person, to actually deceive our 

feelings. 

“I’m not lying. I received a system notification right after I opened the chest. I didn’t even have the time 

to see what the item was.” 

Zhang Shan explained with a pale face. 

however, this explanation seemed to be really powerless. 



After he opened the box, he didn’t even look at what was inside. 

Why did it sound so fake? 

“Don’t you look at the items after you open the box? you came to ask us.” 

that’s right. I can only give you one point for this super Versailles. I’m afraid you’ll get too proud if I give 

you more. 

“It’s true. I really didn’t expect this. When the chest was opened, a purple light flashed. I thought it was 

a purple equipment. Who would look at it?” 

zhang shan was speechless. he had not expected this. 

Who would have thought that he would get a divine weapon as a mission item? 

who’s talking to you about the purple glow? it’s a purple equipment. What color should the divine 

artifact be? ” 

that’s right. The special effects of spiritual weapons and divine weapons don’t seem to be fixed. 

“Sigh, six-barreled boss is going further and further on the road of being awesome. I’m going to get 

another divine artifact.” 

“Yeah, he’s awesome beyond limits. we don’t even have a single divine artifact, and he’s already 

working on his fourth one.” 

“That’s too much.” 

“This is too unfair.” 

“I’m going to the official website to protest.” 

“Let’s protest collectively.” 

“Don’t be jealous, work hard on killing monsters, losers.” 

“No, I haven’t opened my box yet. Let me try. Maybe you’ll get a super top-grade item.” 

dream on. Don’t embarrass yourself by taking out that 2-star Treasure chest of yours. 

I support you. One whiteboard material. 

“Damn it, can’t you think of me better?” 

“Hurry up and drive. What are you still dawdling for?” 

“Are you done? what kind of trash did you get?” 

“Wuwuwu, I don’t want to talk. It’s all your fault. i really only got one, a white material.” 

“Hahaha.” 

“I can only hahaha.” 



f * ck, why can six-barreled boss get a divine weapon mission item while we can only get trash? ” 

when you can get a 5-star Treasure chest one day, you can dream of getting a divine weapon. 

“Sigh, even the five-star Treasure chest has been monopolized by the six-barreled boss. What does it 

have to do with us?” 

“why don’t we pull out the power supply in six-man’s house the next time the monsters attack the city? 

He won’t be able to go online, hehe.” 

“f * ck, this idea is feasible. it’s taking drastic measures.” 

“Haha, pulling the wire? this operation is not bad.” 

“who lives close to the six-barreled boss? take up this difficult task.” 

“little demon, i’ll leave this task to you, hehe.” 

Windcloud blade called out to the side, fanning the flames. 

He knew that Zhang Shan was staying right next to the little demon’s house. 

“Look at you guys, go and farm some monsters.” 

hehe, right now, there are three people in the Guild who have obtained the divine weapon quest item. 

Let’s see whose divine weapon is made first. 

“Of course it’s Bingbing. She’s been running around for more than half a month, so she should be here 

soon.” 

who knows? before the divine weapon is repaired, who knows if there will be any more missions. 

“yeah, maybe the six-barreled boss can take a shortcut and get a good divine artifact first. it’s hard to 

say.” 

“that’s right. anything is possible with the six-barrel boss involved.” 

“i don’t want to talk to you anymore. i’m going to find an insider and ask how to deal with this broken 

sword. i also know where this insider is.” 

said wind and cloud swordsman, who had won the bid for the broken sword from zhang shan. 

His mysterious Broken Sword did not mention which NPC to find to trigger the quest. 

The item’s description only said to ask an informed person. 

As for the people who knew about this and where they were, only God knew. 

However, he could first look for the known divine craftsman NPCs. 

Perhaps there was a chance to trigger a mission. 

Otherwise, he could only look for a needle in a haystack and slowly search for it. 



“Why do we need to find an insider? just go to the East Capital to find ou Zi. Ou Zi is a divine craftsman, 

how could he not know?” 

“That’s right, we’ll just look for ou Zi and be done with it.” 

“I’ll tell you some bad news. Lil ‘ou is very difficult to deal with, hehe.” 

Windcloud blade said with a smirk. 

Back then, he had asked ou Zi to repair his divine weapon axe. 

Just the task of buying materials took him an entire day. 

He had spent almost a hundred million gold coins. 

This ou Zi was a little tricky. 

However, as long as he could repair the divine weapon, it didn’t matter if he was cheated a little. 

“It’s not necessarily possible to find ou Zi. Bingbing’s divine weapon mission did not trigger when she 

found ou Zi. She only triggered the mission when she found the divine craftsman Xu Fu in the West 

capital.” 

“Bingbing’s is different. She has a staff, a magic equipment. The Blade Master’s equipment is physical, so 

it’s definitely the right choice to ask Ouzi.” 

“That’s right, your weapons and shields were all repaired by orchon.” 

“Okay, I’ll go to the East Capital to find ou Zi and see if I can trigger a mission.” 

“I’m really envious of you guys. You guys have divine artifacts and quest items, and you can even run 

quests for fun. he’s not like us, who have nothing but to farm monsters.” 

“Isn’t that so, these words are sad. i’m going to turn my grief into power and go kill some monsters.” 

“Let’s go and farm some monsters.” 

At this moment, the wind and cloud swordsman said to Zhang Shan. 

“big boss six-barrelled, i’ll go back to the city to exchange for gold coins first. i’ll transfer the money to 

you later.” 

“alright,” he said. 

The wind and cloud swordsman had won his Broken Sword and had yet to pay for it. 

That was 280 million gold. Very few players would carry so much gold on them. 

The monster attack had ended. 

Everyone dispersed one after another and formed their own teams to go to the Gerri wilderness to farm 

monsters. 

Killing monsters to level up was the eternal theme of the game. 



Zhang Shan said to his friends. 

“You guys go and farm monsters. I’ll go to the West capital first and look for an Qisheng to see if he can 

repair this strange stone.” 

Originally, after the monster attack event, everyone was supposed to go and farm monsters together. 

However, he had now obtained a divine artifact. 

Of course, he had to try to create a divine artifact first. 

he wouldn’t be able to go and farm monsters with his friends. 

“okay, you go get the divine equipment. the four of us will go and farm monsters.” 

“oh right, brother liu guan, this weird stone of yours, what kind of divine artifact is it? the heavenly eagle 

king series, aren’t they all accessories?” 

Wind and cloud blade, who was just about to go and farm monsters, could not help but ask Zhang Shan. 

I don’t know. It’s probably a necklace. 

zhang shan was not sure, but he guessed that it should be a necklace. 

Because last time, he had used a damaged ring to repair the ring of the sky Eagle King. 

Therefore, he guessed that the ring’s quest item should be in the shape of a ring. 

This strange stone should be a necklace. 

this game is so f * cking interesting. Is it a necklace made of stone? ” 

“You guys, aren’t diamonds just stones? What’s so strange about making a necklace out of stone?” 

and brother Butler, you said that you would get me a divine longbow for the next divine artifact mission 

item. There have been quite a few mission items recently, why isn’t my longbow here? ” 

Zhang Shan was speechless. No wonder he felt that the little Vixen had not spoken much recently. 

She was waiting for him here. 

The problem was that he had no control over what kind of items the BOSS would drop. 

In the past few days, he had broken a magic staff and a sword. 

Even if it didn’t drop a longbow, it couldn’t be helped. 

Besides, there was a large group of people in the Guild. 

Even if a divine bow-type quest item dropped, little fairy might not be able to get it. 

next time for sure. Next time, it’ll just be the few of us. We’ll find a BOSS to fight and we’ll definitely get 

you a divine bow and arrow. 

Zhang Shan said casually to brush off the little demon. 



In case she kept harping on this matter. 

“Hmph, aren’t you being too casual with your perfunctory reply?” 

Other than smiling foolishly, Zhang Shan did not say anything. 

“Let’s go and farm some monsters.” 

The Little Friends left together to go to the Gerri wasteland to farm monsters. 

Zhang Shan had also returned to Dangyang city. 

Just as he was about to teleport to the teleportation Hall and head to the West capital ... 

He received wind and cloud swordsman’s call. 

six-barreled boss, I’ve mailed the gold coins to you. Check and receive them. 

“Alright,” he said. 

Zhang Shan looked at his mailbox. Indeed, there were gold coins in his account. 

After taking out the gold coins from the mailbox. 

he had almost 500 million gold coins on him now. 

he had so many gold coins on him. 

Zhang Shan was considering if he should convert a portion of the gold coins into blue coins and transfer 

them out. 

After thinking carefully for a while. 

Zhang Shan gave up on this plan. 

There was no need at all. He wasn’t doing anything big now. 

there was no need for money. 

The gold coins were also deposited in the bank. 

There was no need for that. 

It’s better to keep them in the game. 

He might need to use gold coins at some point. 

it was troublesome to exchange it back at the last minute. 

He was a person who didn’t like trouble. 

She didn’t want to sit when she could lie down. 

She didn’t want to stand if she could sit. 

Zhang Shan cleared his backpack. 



He still had 20000 fool’s bombs and eight six-barrel Vulcan cannons in his backpack. 

He had thought that he might be able to use it during the monster attack. 

In the end, he didn’t need it. 

He didn’t need to rely on these things. 

They had also defeated the BOSS. 

Zhang Shan considered for a while. 

There was no point in carrying so many fool’s bombs. 

It was better to put them up for auction. 

As for the eight six-barrel Vulcan machine guns, he would just keep them in his backpack for now. 

Anyway, his backpack had a lot of space. 

There were a total of 1000 squares. 

as long as they were not outside, it would take one or two months to fill it up. 

It was not a problem to install a few fire god cannons. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan teleported to the auction house. 

He put the fool’s bomb up for auction. 

It was still a stack of ten, and each stack was priced at 10000 gold coins. 

After everything was settled. 

Once again, he teleported to the teleportation Hall and then to the West capital. 

After they arrived at the West capital. 

On the map, he found the location of An Qi’s laboratory and arrived there with a teleport. 

Ever since he was given the title of human hero. 

Many things would be much more convenient. 

It wasn’t like the first time he came to the West capital. 

He had to ride the red Hare and run around. 

Previously, due to their low level, players could not use teleportation in the East and West. 

Not to mention the East and West, even the Imperial cities of the various countries did not allow the use 

of teleportation. 

After getting the title of human hero. 

He would no longer have to suffer from such restrictions. 



As long as it was a human city, he could use teleportation. 

Even in the future, when other players built cities, it would be the same. 

He could still teleport. This was the privilege of his title, and it felt great. 

zhang shan teleported to an qisheng’s laboratory. 

He saw an Qisheng lying on a chair in the courtyard, basking in the sun. 

This old man was very free now. 

Back then, an Qisheng was a beggar. 

Now, he was actually so carefree. 

What the hell, don’t you have to do anything? 

Then what was the point of setting up this alchemy laboratory? 

That was bullshit. 

Of course, Zhang Shan was only criticizing in his heart. 

He still had a smile on his face as he went up to greet an Qisheng. 

He had already seen the big question mark above an Qisheng’s head. 

It meant that they could talk now. 

It seemed that Zhang Shan’s decision to look for him was correct. 

An Qisheng could definitely help him repair the divine artifact. 

Now, she could only hope that an Qisheng wasn’t too much of a scammer. 

Zhang Shan said to an Qisheng. 

“Hello, master.” 

“Young man, you are here again. What’s the matter this time? are you looking for this old man?” 

” it’s like this. i obtained this item by accident, and i want you to take a look at it. can it be repaired? ” 

after zhang shan finished speaking, he passed the strange stone to an qisheng. 

An Qisheng said after taking the stone and carefully examining it. 

“What a lucky young man, to think that you actually found it, the second heavenly Eagle King accessory.” 

“Can this accessory be repaired?” 

Zhang Shan followed up with another question. 

This was an Qisheng’s bad point. He always liked to sigh with emotion. 

Who’s in the mood to listen to you sighing? just tell me how to repair the divine artifact. 



Don’t be so mysterious. 

Even if he wanted to do the mission, he should quickly post it. 

“the heavenly eagle king’s necklace is too badly damaged. it will be very difficult to repair it.” 

Hearing an Qisheng’s words, Zhang Shan’s heart sank. 

Didn’t that mean that the divine weapon mission would be very difficult? 

However, he had no other choice. 

No matter how difficult the mission was, he had to accept it first. 

“Master, what do we need to do to repair this necklace?” 

Now, Zhang Shan knew that this strange stone was a divine necklace. 

Or rather, it was a part of a divine artifact necklace. 

This was because an Qisheng had just said that this was the heavenly Eagle King’s necklace. 

“The heavenly Eagle King’s necklace only has this crystal pendant left. The other parts are all missing. 

After you find the other parts, come back to me.” 

After an Qisheng finished speaking, he closed his eyes to rest. 

He didn’t speak anymore. 

Zhang Shan was depressed. What was he saying without any reason? 

what did he mean by looking for other missing parts? 

Where was he supposed to find one? 

Originally, he had wanted to find an Qisheng and ask him for more details. 

However, an Qisheng didn’t say anything at all. 

No matter what he asked, she didn’t answer. 

Even though the question mark above an Qisheng’s head was still there. 

She did not answer any of his questions. 

What the hell was he supposed to do? 

Just as Zhang Shan was feeling depressed, he suddenly had an idea. 

Could it be that an Qisheng had already given him a mission? 

As he thought of this, Zhang Shan quickly opened the mission panel. 

He noticed that there was an additional mission on the mission panel. 

Except for the ten-thousand-year-old demon-killing mission. 



A new mission appeared. 

[ mission: search for the missing parts (first round) ] 

Please head to the 4th floor of the demon-suppressing dais and defeat the demon engineer to obtain 

the missing part (1). 

[ note: only when you defeat the demonic engineer in extreme mode will you get the equipment. ] 

This was still a f * cking chain mission. 

However, the problem was that he could only see the first loop. 

He estimated that he would only be able to see the contents of the second part of the mission after 

completing the first part. 

As for how many rounds there were in this chain mission ... 

Only the heavens would know. 

this mission was a little difficult. 

It wasn’t that Zhang Shan and the rest couldn’t handle a four-story dungeon of extreme difficulty. 

now, he was already so powerful. 

It should be worth a try to refresh an instance dungeon of extreme difficulty. 

The bosses of the other guilds hadn’t even reached level 40 yet. 

However, with just Zhang Shan and his four friends, they should be able to give it a try. 

What made him worried was that he still didn’t know how many rounds there were in this chain 

mission. 

If he only needed to complete three to five stages of the quest, it would be easy. 

No matter how difficult the mission was, he could just take it slowly. There would be a time when he 

could complete it. 

He was just afraid that there would be too many missions. 

If that was the case, things would be a little difficult. 

 

Chapter 437 One person farming monsters and four people playing mahjong 

He saw the mission to find the missing parts. 

Zhang Shan was having a headache. 

Clearing the demon-subduing platform’s fourth floor was easy. 

Even if it was an extreme mode dungeon, it didn’t matter. 



zhang shan was confident that he could clear the dungeon. 

The gatekeeper boss was defeated. 

Find the missing parts. 

However, this was a chain mission. 

The demon-subduing platform was only the first stage. 

He had no idea how many more missions there would be. 

If there were only three or five rounds, it would be easier. 

With his strength, no matter how difficult the mission was, he would be able to complete it. 

He would be able to settle it sooner or later. 

As long as there was a goal, it would be easy. 

the problem now was that he didn’t know how many rounds this chain mission had. 

If this chain task had dozens of rounds, then it would be fatal. 

Furthermore, the subsequent quests would definitely not be all about clearing Dungeons and fighting 

bosses. 

If it was just fighting a BOSS. 

There was no need to worry about Zhang Shan. 

As long as they could find the BOSS. 

He had the confidence to destroy them. 

With their current strength, they had already killed a few level 60 bosses. 

normal bosses were not difficult for them at all. 

An Qisheng couldn’t possibly say that he wanted him to fight the demon God, right? 

If that was the case, there was no need to repair this divine artifact necklace. 

No matter how difficult a BOSS was, there should be a limit. 

Their current strength was at its limit. 

He should be able to take down a level 60 real-name BOSS. 

A level 65 real name BOSS, he could probably try it. 

However, they probably wouldn’t be able to defeat higher level bosses. 

after all, the level difference was obvious. 

Their current levels were not considered high. 



Zhang Shan’s level was the highest, and he was only level 46. 

The people above level 40 were the five people in their team. 

The other bosses in the Guild had yet to reach level 40. 

It would probably take another day or two for someone to reach level 40. 

Even if they reached level 40, it would still be difficult for them to fight a level 70 real name BOSS. 

Unless Zhang Shan himself reached level 50. 

Forget it, there’s no use thinking about this now. 

He had to finish the first part of this mission first. 

After completing the first round, he would see how he would proceed with the second round. 

Hopefully, it was still a boss-fighting mission. 

It would be best if it pointed out the BOSS’s location. 

Completing quests and fighting bosses at the same time was perfect. 

Of course, Zhang Shan was only thinking about it. 

There shouldn’t be such a beautiful thing in the game. 

Even if there was, it probably wouldn’t be his turn. 

It was better to go and clear the instance first. 

He had to finish the first part of this mission first before he could think about anything else. 

They had already cleared the demon-subduing platform’s fourth floor twice. 

one normal mode, one hard mode. 

Every time, it was the five of them who went to farm. 

... 

This was something that could not be helped. 

They just wanted to find more people to clear the dungeon together. 

He still couldn’t find it. 

The demon subduing platform dungeon’s fourth floor required the player to be level 40. 

It was just the five of them now. 

He had no choice but to call his friends along. 

They had probably just arrived at the Gerri wilderness. 

Now, he had to call her back. 



zhang shan was a little embarrassed. 

But this was also something that couldn’t be helped. 

Zhang Shan couldn’t possibly say that he was going to clear a dungeon alone. 

... 

that was an instance dungeon of extreme difficulty. 

In the entire game, there were only a few guilds that could clear an instance dungeon of extreme 

difficulty. 

It was the same no matter which floor the dungeon was on. 

Only a few teams could clear it. 

One could see how difficult this was. 

it was definitely impossible for zhang shan to do it alone. 

He could only call his friends back now. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan said on the team channel. 

“Come back and help me clear the instance. This time’s divine weapon mission requires us to clear the 

instance with extreme difficulty.” 

They were now a fixed monster-farming party. 

Even though Zhang Shan did not join them to farm monsters. 

But they were still in the same team. 

“Brother Guan, what are you doing? We’ve just reached the Gerri wasteland and haven’t even killed a 

single monster yet, and you’re asking us to go back?” 

Zhang Shan had just finished speaking, but no one else had said anything. 

the little demon couldn’t help but complain. 

This was also true. They had just been excitedly running to the Gerri wilderness to farm monsters. Just 

as they reached the place, they were called back by Zhang Shan. 

It did seem a little too much. 

however, he had no choice. he needed the support of his friends now. 

Zhang Shan could only say awkwardly. 

“Uh, I’m really sorry. I didn’t know either. The first step of this divine weapon mission is to clear an 

instance dungeon of extreme difficulty. Don’t be angry, I’ll treat you to dinner tomorrow.” 

one had to have a good attitude when asking for help, even if it was an acquaintance. 



Zhang Shan understood this logic. 

He could only treat her to a meal to fool the little demon. 

“That’s more like it. Don’t forget.” 

“Don’t worry, I won’t forget.” 

“hmph, even if you forget, i still remember it very clearly.” 

f * ck, you two, come on. If you want to show off your affection, find a place with no one around and do 

it secretly. There are other people in the team. 

When she saw the two of them, she couldn’t stop nagging. 

windcloud blade could not help but ridicule. 

F * ck, Zhang Shan was so focused on talking to the little fairy that he did not notice that this was the 

team channel. 

“come back quickly. i’ll be waiting for you at the military affairs officer of dangyang city.” 

Zhang Shan quickly changed the topic. 

i won’t talk to them about anything else. just hurry back. 

Not long after, his friends returned to Dangyang city. 

Everyone will meet up with the military officer. 

“brother liu guan, for your divine weapon mission this time, you just have to clear the instance dungeon 

of extreme difficulty, right? This is too easy.” 

After everyone had gathered, wind and cloud blade asked Zhang Shan. 

Their previous divine weapon missions were different. 

However, in terms of complexity, they were basically the same. 

most of them had a certain prerequisite task, and then they had to buy all kinds of materials. 

In any case, it was a waste of money and time. 

Except for the time when Zhang Shan was repairing the hand cannon. 

That was the simplest divine weapon mission. 

Later on, the few of them had to run for at least one or two days to complete the divine weapon 

mission. 

This was especially true for wind and cloud blade’s divine weapon, the axe. 

She had tormented him a lot. 



There was a prerequisite mission for him to repair the divine weapon battleaxe, which was to challenge 

the demon general. 

At that time, everyone had just reached level 30. 

No one had ever seen a demon general. 

he didn’t even know where to find a demon general if he wanted to fight. 

He had no idea where to start. 

just this prerequisite mission had delayed wind and cloud blade for a long time. 

That was until the last monster attack. 

The final boss that appeared in Dangyang city was Zaire, the Nephilim general. 

After destroying Zaire ... 

Wind and cloud blade had finally completed the prerequisite task of repairing the divine weapon. 

After that, he went shopping in the East Capital. 

It took a full day to buy all the materials. 

In the end, ou Zicai helped wind cloud blade to repair the divine weapon battle axe. 

It could be said that the process of wind and cloud blade obtaining the divine weapon was long and 

arduous. 

Therefore, when he heard that Zhang Shan’s divine weapon mission was to clear the demon subduing 

platform instance ... 

he had thought that zhang shan only needed to clear the instance and he would be able to complete the 

divine weapon mission. 

He had just finished repairing the divine artifact. 

If that was the case, this divine weapon mission would be too easy. 

it’s not that simple. Clearing the dungeon is just the first step. Who knows how many more quests there 

are? I’m just getting frustrated over this. 

After Zhang Shan finished, he displayed the mission description of finding the missing parts on the team 

channel. 

The little fairy asked curiously when she saw the mission description that Zhang Shan had displayed. 

“Eh, what does this first loop mean? Could there be more to come?” 

“That’s right. How many rounds are there and what kind of missions are there? He had no idea at all. I 

reckon we’ll have to complete one round before the next round’s mission will be displayed.” 

Zhang Shan said weakly. 



This was the question that made him feel conflicted. 

He hated missions with too many uncertainties. 

It made people feel completely uncertain. 

“It seems that some changes are being made to the game. In the past, we couldn’t even find a quest 

even if we wanted to, but now there’s a chain quest.” 

“Maybe,” 

this chain task is interesting. At least it’s better than collecting materials everywhere. 

“who knows if i’ll still have to farm for materials after completing this quest?” 

“That’s right, finding the missing parts is just the first step. I’m sure there’ll be a lot of quests to get 

materials, but I don’t know if I’ll have to go get them myself or if I can buy them from the city.” 

“sigh, there’s no point in thinking so much now. Let’s take it one step at a time.” 

that’s right. As long as we can get our hands on a divine weapon, whether it’s money or time, we can 

accept it. 

“That’s for sure. Divine artifacts are so powerful. As long as you can give me a divine weapon, I’m even 

willing to complete missions for two months.” 

The little fairy said gloomily. 

In their team, except for boss Wu. 

She was the only one left who had yet to obtain a divine artifact. 

The little fairy was very upset. 

next time, I’ll get you a divine artifact mission item and let you do missions for two months. Hehe. 

“Hmph, what’s the use of just saying it? hand it over.” 

“let’s not talk nonsense. let’s go and start the dungeon.” 

Now, all his friends had arrived. 

Even though there were only five of them, they still had to clear the dungeon. 

In the past, the instance dungeon’s extreme mode had been extremely difficult for everyone. 

The main difficulty of an extreme mode dungeon was not reflected in the final boss. 

It was because there were too many monsters and they were too crazy. 

The number of people who could enter the dungeon at the same time was also limited to 50 people. 

In the past, it would be extremely difficult for everyone to deal with the monsters in an extreme 

difficulty dungeon. 



Normally, 50 people were not enough. 

As such, up until now, not many guilds had been able to clear an instance dungeon of extreme difficulty. 

however, they were different. zhang shan was already so powerful. 

He wasn’t worried at all that he wouldn’t be able to handle the small monsters. 

It didn’t matter if his friends couldn’t hold off the small monsters. 

Let him solve it. 

With his current damage output ... 

with the combination of catapults and lifesteal, it was a piece of cake to kill the mobs in the dungeon. 

Zhang Shan was at the Dangyang city military officer’s side and chose the instance dungeon’s difficulty 

mode as the extreme difficulty mode. 

Then, he took the lead and entered the fourth floor. 

The other little friends followed one after another. 

everyone stood at the entrance of the dungeon and looked at the endless number of monsters in the 

distance. 

wind and cloud blade asked zhang shan. 

“What’s the plan this time? The instance dungeon doesn’t have a terrain that can trap monsters.” 

that’s right. As long as we run over there, there will be monsters coming from all directions. 

“We can’t handle so many monsters.” 

I’ll kill the small monsters. You guys just stay at the entrance. You guys can come over after I’m done. 

Zhang Shan said to his friends. 

He had thought about this problem since the beginning. 

In a dungeon of extreme difficulty, the monsters were all in a berserk state. 

It was extremely aggressive. 

Moreover, as long as they appeared in the field of vision of the monsters, all the monsters in the 

dungeon would take the initiative to rush over. 

By then, they would be surrounded by monsters. 

There were only five of them, so it was impossible for them to set up a complete defense line. 

Everyone would be attacked by countless monsters. 

Zhang Shan had no problem with that. 

No matter how many monsters attacked him, he would be able to take it. 



He didn’t even need a healer to heal him. 

He relied on the catapulting passive and the lifesteal effect. 

It could completely withstand the damage from the monsters. No matter how many monsters there 

were, it didn’t matter. 

Even on the fourth floor of this instance dungeon, hundreds of thousands of monsters rushed out at the 

same time. 

However, it was impossible for these small monsters to kill him. 

The space around him was limited. 

They could attack his minions at the same time. 

Usually, there were only a few dozen. 

To Zhang Shan, it was not a problem at all to take on the damage of dozens of small monsters at the 

same time. 

of course, he was able to withstand it. 

However, his companions couldn’t withstand such damage. 

The moment they were surrounded by the monsters. 

Countless monsters rushed over, and everyone could only care about themselves. 

Zhang Shan could not help them. 

Even if Zhang Shan wanted to help them clear out the surrounding monsters, it was impossible. 

This was because there were simply too many monsters in the dungeon. 

In the beginning, the monsters in the dungeon were endless. 

No matter how quickly he cleared the monsters, he couldn’t beat the monsters. 

A long time ago, Feng Yun realm brought them to clear the third floor of the dungeon. 

They relied on the warrior class in the team to tank the damage at the front. 

Then, he would add blood. 

Only then did they clear the third floor of the extreme mode dungeon. 

However, he could not do that now. 

they didn’t have enough people. 

Wind and cloud blade and heart moves with me, no matter how capable they are. 

It could only hold out in two directions. 

even with zhang shan himself, they could only tank the monsters from three directions. 



There was still one more direction that no one could take. 

The most important thing was that they only had boss Wu as a support. 

He couldn’t heal the other three people by himself. 

Therefore, after much consideration, Zhang Shan said, ” 

in the end, he decided that he would be the only one fighting the monsters. 

The rest of you stay at the dungeon entrance and don’t go over. 

When the final boss, the Nephilim engineers, respawned, they would then come up. 

He definitely wouldn’t be able to defeat the demon race project alone. 

He had to rely on boss Wu to heal him. 

However, killing small monsters was no problem at all. 

Since he was alone, he could farm monsters very quickly. 

Without the help of his friends, Zhang Shan could still clear all the small monsters in the instance. 

Moreover, it wouldn’t take too long. Two hours at most would be enough. 

“You’re alone, go and kill the monsters. Then what are we going to do?” 

“You guys can just wait here.” 

“F * ck, that would be too boring.” 

what can we do? why don’t you go up and try? ” 

“Forget it, I definitely can’t handle it.” 

“Then why are you still talking?” 

“Ah, there are four of us. We have to find something to do here. After entering the instance dungeon, 

you can’t go offline. If you go offline and come back, you will have already left the instance dungeon.” 

“If you’re afraid of being bored, you can browse the forum.” 

that’s boring. There’s nothing new on the forum now. 

“Hehe, why don’t we play” fight the landlord “?” 

“How are we going to play fight the landlord with four people?” 

“Then let’s play mahjong. Four people are just right.” 

that’s not good. Manager six is killing monsters alone, while we’re playing mahjong here. 

“What’s not good about it? I have nothing to do anyway.” 

“That’s true. Let’s start playing mahjong.” 



Speaking of which, new world is doing pretty well in this aspect. There’s actually a board game that we 

can play, hehe. 

“I’ll open the table, you guys can come in later.” 

haha, we’ve come up with a new trick by playing mahjong in the instance. 

His friends stayed at the entrance of the instance and the four of them started playing mahjong. 

Zhang Shan rushed towards the monsters in the distance alone. 

The monsters in the instance dungeon, after seeing Zhang Shan. 

He quickly rushed towards him. 

The Black Mass of monsters looked like they had eaten gunpowder. 

They charged towards Zhang Shan. 

Zhang Shan held his handcannon and fired continuously. 

The bullets kept sweeping towards the monsters. 

The monsters on the fourth floor of the demon-suppressing dais were all level 50 demon Warriors. 

It was a common monster in The Map of Heaven’s Gate. 

The monsters only had around 20000 HP. 

With one shot, Zhang Shan could take down 12 small monsters. 

The speed of killing monsters was extremely fast. 

moreover, the skills of the monsters were very ordinary. 

Level 50 demon soldiers only had one skill. 

it was called indomitable. 

He held the spear and stabbed forward. 

Increase damage by 50%. 

It was a very common damage skill. 

They were of no threat to Zhang Shan at all. 

These monsters weren’t like the ones on the third floor of the demon-suppressing dais. 

The mobs in the three-story dungeon had a passive skill called knock back. 

It could force people to retreat continuously. 

It was fine if they were only retreating, but the key was that they could not attack when they were being 

repelled. 



That was why it was so difficult to deal with. 

Otherwise, it wouldn’t have been so difficult for their 50-man team to clear the dungeon. 

he had to use a few ultimate skills before he could finally clear the monsters. 

The monsters on the fourth floor were easy to deal with. 

Apart from the large number of monsters, the berserk mode was another reason. 

the attack power and attack speed of the monsters had been greatly enhanced. 

Everything else was not a problem. 

However, even the small monsters were in a berserk state. 

Their attack power and attack speed were much higher than the demon soldiers outside. 

It did not affect Zhang Shan much. 

He was only afraid of crowd control skills. 

As long as it was a small monster, there would be no knock-back or stun skills. 

Zhang Shan would not mind at all. 

As for the number of monsters? 

That didn’t matter. He would just stand there and slowly farm. 

After all, there was always a fixed number of mobs in the dungeon. 

no matter how many of them there were, they would eventually run out. 

 

Chapter 438-done 

The five of them entered the dungeon. 

However, the others couldn’t withstand the damage from the monsters. 

As such, they could only wait at the entrance of the instance dungeon. 

The entrance of the instance dungeon was a safe zone. 

The monsters wouldn’t go there. 

It was quite boring for them to just stand there. 

He borrowed the game’s built-in chess card function. 

He was playing mahjong. 

Only Zhang Shan was surrounded by the endless demon soldiers. 

He was there alone, trying his best to farm monsters. 



After he had cleared all the monsters in the dungeon ... 

The final boss had spawned. 

Then, everyone would come up and fight the BOSS together. 

As for now ... 

Just let them play mahjong there. 

Fortunately, they were in an instance dungeon. 

There were many monsters in the dungeon. 

However, it was different from the way the monsters in the wild maps refreshed. 

The mobs in the wild maps would quickly respawn after being defeated by players. 

however, this would not happen in instance dungeons. 

There was a fixed number of mobs in the dungeon. 

For example, the last time they were on the third floor of the dungeon. 

There were about 100000 monsters in the entire dungeon. 

As long as they could kill the 100000 monsters ... 

Then, there wouldn’t be any new monsters appearing. 

The final BOSS would naturally spawn. 

It was the same for the fourth floor they were currently clearing. 

The only question was how many monsters would be in this dungeon. 

He did not know. 

Anyway, as long as it was Zhang Shan, it would be fine as long as he continued to farm. 

He could definitely finish it. 

this was because no new monsters would be spawned in the instance dungeon. 

Every time Zhang Shan knocked down one, there would be one less. 

countless demon soldiers surrounded zhang shan tightly. 

Even though his farming speed was extremely fast. 

with one spear, twelve demon soldiers fell to the ground. 

He could fire two or three shots in a second. 

If Zhang Shan could activate his berserk and fanatic skills, he would be able to farm even faster. 

Within an hour, he could probably kill close to 100000 demonic soldiers. 



However, half an hour later. 

The number of demon soldiers surrounding Zhang Shan did not decrease. 

On the contrary, there were more of them. 

From Zhang Shan’s perspective. 

He couldn’t even see the end. 

One had to know that in the game, the player’s perspective could see far. 

The number of monsterlings on the fourth floor of this instance dungeon was a little exaggerated. 

While his other friends were playing mahjong, they would also take time to check on Zhang Shan’s 

situation. 

Zhang Shan had been farming for half an hour, but the number of demon soldiers had not decreased. 

Instead, they had increased. 

Windcloud blade ridiculed. 

“How many monsters are there on the fourth floor of this instance dungeon? We didn’t even get this 

much when we were clearing normal and hard mode.” 

“That’s not the same. In extreme mode, the number of monsters in the instance dungeon is already 

several times higher.” 

“Even if there are more, there should be a number. How many were there? A hundred thousand, or two 

hundred thousand? It can’t be that there are millions of monsters, right?” 

... 

“That’s impossible. If there were millions of monsters, no one would ever be able to clear this dungeon.” 

yeah, let’s not talk about anything else. Even the durability of our equipment probably can’t take it. 

“That’s right, not everyone has a divine weapon that’s durability will never wear out. If you take too long 

to farm monsters and your equipment runs out of durability, you won’t even be able to farm anymore.” 

“f * ck, if that’s the case, then even six-barreled won’t be able to handle the number of monsters in this 

dungeon. only three of his equipment were god-tier, and the rest of his equipment would lose their 

durability. If the durability of his equipment runs out, he won’t be able to farm.” 

“You’re exaggerating, right? The durability of a red equipment should be able to last for an entire day.” 

“That’s not necessarily true. It depends on the situation. He’s surrounded by a large group of mobs and 

his durability will drop even faster.” 

“What are you worrying about? Even with the durability of six-barreled equipment, no matter how fast 

it dropped, it could at least last for ten hours. Don’t tell me that six-horned bosses will have to spend 10 

hours to kill the monsters in this dungeon?” 



that’s true. Six-barreled monster’s farming speed is so fast. If he farmed continuously for ten hours, he 

might really be able to farm nearly a million monsters. 

“there can’t really be close to a million monsters in this dungeon, right?” 

“don’t scare yourself. that’s impossible.” 

“Don’t worry, play your cards. No matter how long he plays, we’ll just play mahjong here and 

accompany him.” 

... 

haha, that’s right. We can’t help much other than playing mahjong here. There’s no need to worry so 

much. 

“let’s play cards, concentrate. As for the matter of killing monsters, just leave it to the six stewards.” 

Zhang Shan had been browsing for half an hour. 

As he looked at the monsters around him, which were increasing in number, his scalp went numb. 

just how many monsters were there? 

the last time they cleared the dungeon’s third floor, it was the same extreme mode. 

There were only about 100000 of them. 

But today, looking at the situation ... 

It couldn’t be just a hundred thousand demon soldiers. 

For the past half an hour, Zhang Shan had not stopped for a single moment. 

As soon as the berserk and fanaticism skills were off cooldown, he would immediately activate them. 

It could be said that this was his fastest farming speed. 

In half an hour, he had killed at least 50000 monsters. 

However, looking at the situation now ... 

Not to mention the small monsters that hadn’t run over yet. 

There should be more than 50000 demon soldiers around him. 

Zhang Shan roughly estimated that there were at least 70 to 80 thousand demon soldiers around him. 

Didn’t that mean that there were already 120000 to 130000 monsters? 

Not to mention, there were still a lot of monsters that hadn’t run over. 

Some of the monsters were still on the way. 

There were so many small monsters that even Zhang Shan felt a little scared. 

but he had no other choice. 



Let’s continue farming. 

He didn’t believe that he wouldn’t be able to kill all these monsters. 

time passed by slowly. 

Another half an hour passed. 

The number of small monsters in the surroundings did not seem to have decreased. 

Moreover, there were monsters running over from the distance. 

He had already killed more than 100000 demon soldiers. 

It was still increasing. 

Damn it, the number of monsters on the fourth floor of this dungeon. 

There shouldn’t be more than 200000 of them. 

of course, no matter how many monsters there were, zhang shan was not afraid. 

To him, it was just a matter of time. 

At most, he could play all night. 

He couldn’t possibly say that he wouldn’t be able to kill all these monsters even if he stayed up all night. 

that was impossible. 

As for his friends, what they were discussing just now ... 

They were worried that Zhang Shan’s equipment would run out of durability before they could finish 

farming the monsters. 

Zhang Shan felt that there was no need to worry about this. 

Even if the durability of his equipment really dropped, it didn’t matter. 

His weapon, cloak, and ring were all divine equipment. 

The durability would never wear out. 

Even if he lost all his other equipment. 

With only these three pieces of equipment left, Zhang Shan could continue to farm monsters. 

moreover, the speed of killing monsters would not be much slower. 

Zhang Shan’s ability to deal damage did not rely on those red equipment. 

he was only relying on these few divine weapons and his many passive skills. 

As for the red equipment on him, it was just adding flowers to a brocade. 

It didn’t play a big role. 



the only thing he was worried about was that it was already a little late. 

It was already past ten O ‘clock at night. 

They stayed up all night and were completely fine. 

However, boss Wu might need to go offline and sleep early. 

That would not do. 

If Mr. Wu wasn’t there, the support would be there. 

The four of them would definitely not be able to defeat the final BOSS, the Nephilim engineer. 

It seemed that he had to ask boss Wu to take leave from his wife in advance. 

Of course, that was if he could finish off the monsters earlier. 

That was even better. 

As for the BOSS, it shouldn’t take too much time. 

at most, it was less than ten minutes. 

After all, the bosses in the instance dungeon, even under the extreme difficulty, were only normal red 

bosses. 

Compared to a real-name boss, it had much less HP. 

at most, it would be a little over 100 million. 

with their damage output, they would definitely be able to kill the boss in less than 10 minutes. 

As long as he was fast enough, he would be able to kill all these damn monsters. 

To them, all they needed to do was to clear the monsters. 

Basically, they had cleared the dungeon. 

After another half an hour or so. 

The monsters around Zhang Shan did not seem to have decreased. 

However, he realized that the monsters that were still running over from the distance seemed to be 

getting fewer and fewer. 

It wasn’t like how it was at the beginning. 

There was an endless number of demon soldiers running toward him. 

“Haha, I’m finally almost done.” 

After Zhang Shan had been farming for an hour and a half, he finally saw some hope. He could not help 

but burst out laughing in the team channel. 

eh? brother Guan, are you done with the other monsters? ” 



“I don’t think so. The number of monsters outside is still the same as before.” 

“Brother Liu Guan, Are you sure? the monsters didn’t decrease.” 

“Yeah, I can’t see any difference from just now.” 

His friends were at the entrance of the instance. They were a short distance away from Zhang Shan. 

Not as clear as Zhang Shan. 

All they could see was still an endless Sea of Monsters, surrounding Zhang Shan. 

“It hasn’t decreased, but the number of new monsters has decreased. as long as i farm a little more, the 

number of monsters around will definitely decrease.” 

I see. You can play slowly then. Let’s play mahjong for a while. 

“Let’s hurry up. We should be able to play a few more rounds. Hurry up and play.” 

although he could see hope, the number of monsters running over from afar was decreasing. 

However, there were at least 70 to 80 thousand of these small monsters around Zhang Shan. 

Even if he were to kill all these monsters, he would still need another half an hour. 

The Little Friends seized the remaining time to play a few more rounds of Mahjong. 

And Zhang Shan was alone, still working hard to farm monsters. 

Under his intense firepower, the number of monsters around him gradually decreased. 

From the very beginning, there were so many people around him. He couldn’t see the end of it, and it 

was all demon soldiers. 

Now, they could finally see the open space in the distance. 

There were almost no new monsters in the distance that were running over. 

There were only two or three small monsters that would occasionally run over. 

It should be that there were no more monsters in the other parts of the dungeon. 

All the mobs in the dungeon were gathered around him. 

As long as he could kill all the monsters around him ... 

The final boss of the dungeon, the demon engineer, would be refreshed. 

After spending so much time, he was finally almost done. 

During this time, he had killed almost 200000 monsters. 

Two orange bosses even appeared in the middle. 

however, for zhang shan, an orange-colored BOSS ... 



They were no different from small monsters. 

Zhang Shan had mixed in with the small monsters and killed them. 

As for the items that dropped, they were not worth mentioning. 

There were only a few pieces of orange equipment and materials. 

he had long taken a fancy to these things. 

At the moment, he had almost no need for equipment. 

Unless it was a divine artifact. 

Zhang Shan was not interested in any equipment that was not a God-level equipment. 

To Zhang Shan, the other equipment was only a matter of how much they could be sold for. 

For example, the orange equipment was trash. 

He usually threw them into the Guild storage in exchange for some contribution points. 

He didn’t even want to sell his gold coins. 

Because it couldn’t be sold for much. 

Now, an orange equipment would only be sold for a few hundred to a thousand gold coins in the auction 

house. 

In fact, it was not even as valuable as an orange material. 

To him, they were all trash. 

Another half an hour passed. 

Under Zhang Shan’s continuous attacks, the surrounding monsters were getting fewer and fewer. 

There were only a few thousand monsters left. 

In less than two minutes, he would be able to kill all these small monsters. 

His friends were originally at the entrance of the instance, playing mahjong. 

at this moment, he also closed the board. 

They all ran over to farm monsters with Zhang Shan. 

Previously, when there were many demon soldiers, they did not dare to come up. 

at that time, they could not withstand it at all. 

But now, there were only a few thousand demon soldiers left. 

It was no longer a threat to them. 

f * ck, we actually played Mahjong for two hours in the game. 



“Isn’t that good? it’s a good balance between work and rest, hehe.” 

“the problem is that it’s a waste of time. if you want to play mahjong, wouldn’t it be better to play at a 

mahjong house?” 

“Yeah, playing mahjong doesn’t give you experience points.” 

” you’re really daring. if playing mahjong gives experience points, then who would go and farm 

monsters? they might as well play mahjong every day. ” 

Although they were in the same team as Zhang Shan and had entered the dungeon together, they were 

still in a bad mood. 

However, the place where Zhang Shan had been farming was still a short distance away from the 

entrance of the dungeon. 

His friends would not get any experience. 

isn’t it easy to get experience points? when we kill the BOSS, it will give us a lot of experience points. 

Isn’t that better than killing monsters? ” 

that’s true. If we’re talking about experience points, fighting a BOSS is the fastest way to get it. 

“Sigh, why don’t we go find bosses every day in the future? I’m getting tired of farming monsters all the 

time.” 

“Nonsense, where can we find so many bosses for you to fight?” 

“Let’s just focus on farming monsters, hehe.” 

“By the way, brother six steward, how many monsters did you kill just now?” 

I haven’t calculated it in detail, but it’s definitely over 200000. 

Just now in the dungeon, Zhang Shan had been farming demon Warriors non-stop for more than two 

hours. 

However, he wasn’t sure how many he had killed. 

However, he could still make a rough estimate. 

When he went all out, he would kill at least 100000 demon soldiers in an hour. 

He had been browsing for more than two hours. 

The number of 200000 was definitely more than that. 

the number of monsters in the entire dungeon should be between 200000 to 300000. 

Under everyone’s all-out attacks, the remaining few thousand demon soldiers were quickly cleared out. 

at this moment, a system notification rang out. 

At the same time as the system notification, it also gave the coordinates of the demonic engineering 

project. 



However, these coordinates did not mean anything. 

In the extreme mode instance dungeon. 

Players didn’t need to look for monsters. 

the monsters would come looking for him. 

It was the same even for the final BOSS. 

All they needed to do was to wait. 

The demon engineers would naturally come looking for him. 

After they had killed all the small monsters. 

Windcloud blade said in the party channel. 

“The demon engineers this time won’t be too strong, right?” 

“What are you afraid of? it doesn’t matter how strong he is. We can definitely beat him.” 

that’s true. As long as it’s not a real name BOSS, we can beat it. 

it’s mainly because of the demon engineers ‘skills. They’re too disgusting. It’s very annoying to bury 

mines non-stop. 

“Just let it be. Everyone, just be careful.” 

“Don’t worry, we’ve already fought it twice, there’s no need to worry about it.” 

The demon engineers didn’t. They had to wait for too long. 

A short while later, a short demon appeared in the distance. 

It was different from the other big bosses. 

The demon engineer carried a big bag and ran slowly towards them from a distance. 

If they hadn’t seen the demon engineers before, they would have been able to see them. 

they would probably be deceived by its appearance. 

The appearance of the demon engineer made him look like a weakling. 

However, in reality, the demon engineer was probably the most difficult normal red BOSS they had ever 

seen. 

a mine-burying skill and a big move explosion. 

these two skills alone would stump countless players. 

Only Zhang Shan’s strength was strong. 

If it was someone else, they would not be able to deal with it. 



Let’s just watch. 

after the other players had reached 40. 

When they came to clear the fourth floor, they had already been a headache. 

The demon engineers appeared. 

Zhang Shan quickly stepped forward and said to his other friends. 

“I’ll go and pull the boss first. You guys come back later.” 

Zhang Shan quickly approached the demon engineer. 

When he was within attack range. 

He raised his hand cannon and quickly fired. 

The bullets quickly swept toward the demon engineer. 

As for the demon engineer, after being attacked by Zhang Shan, its two short legs were moving very 

quickly. 

he quickly closed the distance between him and zhang shan. 

Then, one bomb after another was thrown at Zhang Shan. 

zhang shan took a look at the damage dealt by the nephilim engineers. 

Each bomb could take away more than 70000 of his HP. 

The final BOSS in extreme mode was indeed much stronger. 

One had to know that the damage dealt by the Nephilim engineers in normal mode had only been 

around 40000. 

When it reached extreme mode, the damage value would almost double. 

However, this amount of damage was nothing to Zhang Shan. 

Not to mention the demon engineers, the speed of dropping bombs was not fast. 

Even if its attack speed was a little faster, Zhang Shan would still be able to withstand it. 

after all, this nephilim engineer was just a normal red BOSS. 

Even in extreme difficulty, there was a limit to how much he could strengthen it. 

As Zhang Shan attacked the BOSS, he checked the attributes and skills of the Nephilim race. 

Let’s see how much stronger the demon engineers have become in extreme mode. 

[ demonic engineer (red): level 50, attack 20000, hp 150 million ] 

Skill 1, bomb throwing; skill 2, mine detection; skill 3, gunpowder mastery; skill 4, explosion. 



[ bomb throwing: the demon engineers use their own fool bombs as a means of attack. ] 

Throws a bomb, dealing double damage to the target and all enemies within a five-yard radius. 

[ mines sensor: demon engineers will randomly set up mines in battle. ] 

After the mine senses the surrounding enemy targets, it will quickly explode and deal five times the 

damage to the target. 

The mine’s detection range was five yards, and its damage range was five yards. 

[ gunpowder mastery: the demon engineer is proficient in the principles of gunpowder, increasing all 

explosive damage by 100%. ] 

[ explosion: the demon engineer will rush to the target quickly. When the two sides meet, the explosives 

will be detonated quickly. ] 

Deals five times the damage to all targets within range and silence them. 

when the explosives were detonated, the demon engineers would also suffer a certain degree of 

damage. 

Damage range: 50 yards. Silence duration: 5 seconds. 

 

Chapter 439 Burning bomb blueprint (intermediate) 

After Zhang Shan had checked the attributes and skills of the demon race engineer, he was stunned. 

He recalled the attributes and skills of the demonic engineering project in the normal difficulty mode. 

compared to normal mode. 

The attributes of the demon engineer had increased a lot. 

His attack power had increased from 12000 to 20000, almost doubling. 

As for his HP, it had more than doubled. 

In normal mode, the demonic engineer only had 60000000 HP. 

But now, it had reached 150 million. 

Compared to the substantial increase in attributes. 

The skills of the demon engineers had not changed much. 

Or it could be said that there was basically no change. 

The demonic engineer’s skill description was similar to the normal mode. 

Only the description of the second skill, mine detection, was slightly different from the normal mode. 

The damage multiplier of the mine had increased from three to five. 



The other three skills were exactly the same as in normal mode. 

Although in the extreme difficulty mode, the attributes of the demonic engineers had basically doubled. 

But to Zhang Shan, it was not difficult to deal with. 

It could even be said that he was very easy to deal with. 

The attack power of the demon engineers was very high. 

However, its attack speed was not fast. 

The damage that each attack dealt to Zhang Shan was only around 70000. 

Furthermore, the speed at which the demon engineers threw the bombs was still so slow. 

To Zhang Shan, they were not a threat at all. 

Of course, in addition to throwing bombs, the demon engineers also knew how to bury mines. 

According to their previous experience, the speed at which the demon engineers buried the mines was 

very fast. 

they would set up a mine every 15 seconds. 

This speed could be said to be very fast. 

The most disgusting thing about the demon engineers was their ability to bury mines. 

Not only did land mines deal high damage, but they were also difficult to defend against. 

If they were not careful, the mine would explode under their feet. 

In the past, the mines that the demon engineers had set up had three times the damage. 

No one could stop him. 

Now that the mine’s damage was five times, the others couldn’t take it. 

He could only Dodge. 

When he saw the demon engineers, he quickly ran further away after setting up the mines. 

Of course, this was the case for others. 

To Zhang Shan, he did not need to Dodge. He could just take the damage from the mines. 

Although the demonic engineers ‘mines could deal five times the damage, they were still very powerful. 

if he added in the fire mastery skill, the damage would be increased. 

A landmine could deal around 200000 damage. 

This damage value could be said to be very high. 

But Zhang Shan could still hold on. 



Wasn’t boss Wu here? 

Boss Wu was healing him. 

in addition, he had his own lifesteal effect. 

there was no need for zhang shan to dodge. he could just take it head-on. he would definitely be able to 

take it. 

Zhang Shan said to the rest after he had stabilized the demon engineer. 

“Let’s fight together.” 

His friend quickly stepped forward. 

The two melee classes, wind and cloud blade and heart moves, slashed at the demonic engineer with 

their swords. 

Little fairy stood in the distance and shot arrows. 

As for boss Wu ... 

... 

This time, he did not have time to deal damage. He had to keep healing Zhang Shan. 

The demon engineer in extreme mode was still a little fierce. 

Zhang Shan’s own lifesteal effect was very strong. 

However, it could only last for a short period of time. 

this was especially true after they had taken the damage from the demonic engineers ‘mines. 

He also needed boss Wu to heal him. 

Otherwise, Zhang Shan would not have been able to hold on. 

Boss Wu’s damage output wasn’t high anyway. 

When fighting bosses, boss Wu’s damage was not important. 

This time, he didn’t need to deal damage and just focused on healing him. 

After Zhang Shan had stabilized the mages, everyone started to attack quickly. 

... 

Even though there were only five of them, and boss Wu was not dealing damage, he was only 

responsible for healing Zhang Shan. 

There were only four people who had actually attacked the demon engineer. 

however, they were still fighting very quickly. 



After all, even though the demon race engineers were greatly strengthened in the extreme mode, they 

only had 150 million HP. 

In contrast, they were used to fighting real-name bosses. 

Five hundred million or one billion HP was all he needed. 

The demon engineer’s 150 million HP was not a lot. 

Even if there were only four of them, they were still dealing damage. 

The demonic engineer’s HP was still dropping rapidly. 

Windcloud blade said nonchalantly as he brandished his God-tier battle axe, continuously dealing 

damage. 

an ultimate BOSS isn’t that strong after all. There’s no pressure at all when I’m attacking it. 

“What’s so strange about that? no matter what mode it is, the final BOSS of the dungeon, no matter 

how strong it is, is just an ordinary red BOSS.” 

“Aren’t you guys a little too arrogant? This demon engineer is already very strong. If it wasn’t for brother 

Guan, we would have to go around it. ” 

you’re talking nonsense. Without the six bosses, we can’t even defeat the small monsters. How can we 

have the chance to meet the demon engineers? ” 

“That’s true.” 

“The first 20% of this demon engineer’s health is very easy to deal with. However, when its HP drops to 

80%, we’ll have to be careful. Its mine-burying skill is a bit difficult to deal with.” 

what’s so difficult about it? it’s just running away when you see a mine. It’s easy. 

that’s right. With my amazing positioning, the demon engineer’s mines won’t be able to hit me even in 

his next life. Hehe. 

Wind cloud blade said confidently. 

” i don’t know who was the one who was blown up by a landmine last time. he was still asleep when we 

killed the BOSS. ” 

Upon hearing Windcloud blade’s bragging, little fairy immediately retorted. 

The first time they had cleared the fourth floor of the dungeon ... 

At that time, they were still clearing the normal difficulty. 

There was one time when wind cloud blade did not pay attention to his positioning. 

They were directly blown to the ground by the demon engineers ‘landmines. 

“I say, pretty lady, don’t hit people’s faces and don’t expose people’s shortcomings. Why are you still 

bringing this up?” 



“Hmph, who asked you to brag.” 

“Haha, you’re scared now. next time, before you brag, you should think it through first. don’t let others 

expose you so quickly.” 

Under everyone’s continuous attacks, about a minute passed. 

The demonic engineer’s HP had dropped to 80%. 

When their HP dropped to 80%, the demon engineers would start setting up mines. 

Sure enough, when his HP dropped to the critical point ... 

the demon engineer’s left hand, which had not moved at first, suddenly moved. 

Now, he started to take things out of his backpack. 

the demon engineer’s right hand continued to throw bombs at zhang shan. 

Its left hand then took out a few round biscuits from its backpack. 

Then, he threw it at everyone’s feet. 

“Run! The BOSS has buried a mine!” 

Other than Zhang Shan, the rest of his friends immediately started to move. 

He immediately changed his position. 

The demonic engineers ‘landmines had a detection range of only five yards. 

As long as he moved in time and took two steps. 

He could run out of the mine’s detection range. 

In that case, the mine would not explode. 

The others quickly ran away and did not trigger the mine. 

After the little fairy ran to a safe distance. 

With four arrows, he detonated the four mines that the demon engineers had just set up. 

Mines laid by demon engineers. 

In the beginning, it was visible. 

Everyone could see that they were all lying on the ground. 

the players ‘attacks could cause the mines to explode. 

Of course, that would require a long-ranged class. 

Melee classes couldn’t do this. 

if he were to cut a mine in close combat, it would be more direct than using his physical body to kill it. 



Anyway, the result would be the same-he would fall to the ground. 

Although the mines set up by the demons would show up. 

However, it was only visible for a short while at the beginning of the setup. 

It took about a few seconds. 

if they didn’t quickly detonate the mines. 

After a while, they would not see any more mines. 

When the players couldn’t see the mine, it didn’t mean that the mine wasn’t there. 

In fact, the mine was still there. 

If he didn’t take advantage of the time when the mines were revealed to detonate these small things. 

the ground would soon be filled with landmines. 

At that time, even if they wanted to hide, they would have no place to hide. 

More importantly, they could not see where the mines were. 

It was very easy to be confused and step on it. 

They had the experience of fighting demon engineers twice. 

Every time after the demon engineers set up the mines. 

the little fairy would quickly detonate the mine. 

After the demon engineer’s wave of land mines had passed. 

Other than Zhang Shan, who had taken the damage from a landmine, the others were completely fine. 

Everyone quickly turned back and seized the time to deal damage. 

The demon engineer was completely different from other bosses. 

The other bosses would usually only use their first minor skill to attack. 

He did not use many other skills. 

However, the demon engineers were different. 

The demon engineers could only throw bombs continuously. 

The frequency at which it set up mines was also very high. 

every fifteen seconds or so, the demon engineers would set up a mine. 

It could be said that it was very difficult to deal with. 

If they didn’t hurry, they wouldn’t have any chance to deal any damage. 



Zhang Shan activated his berserk and fanatic skills, and at the same time, he activated his shadow clone 

skill. 

The three Zhang Shan’s stood in a line, and countless bullets were fired at the demon engineers. 

Zhang Shan went all out, and the health of the demon engineer dropped rapidly. 

However, he could only fight one wave. 

The duration of berserk and fanatic skills were very short. 

One lasted for ten seconds while the other lasted for six seconds. 

The shadow clone skill’s duration was slightly longer, but it could only last for 15 seconds. 

Zhang Shan took advantage of the interval between the two mines set up by the demon engineers to 

deal a wave of violent damage. 

The others also quickly threw out all kinds of skills, trying to deal as much damage as possible. 

Boss Wu was at the back, continuously healing Zhang Shan. 

After taking the damage from a landmine just now ... 

Zhang Shan’s health had dropped to almost half. 

With boss Wu’s constant fiddling, his HP was slowly added up. 

After that, they did it back and forth. 

As long as they saw the demon engineer reaching for his backpack with his left hand, everyone’s 

attention would be highly focused. 

when they saw a mine being thrown, they would run away quickly. 

Then, the little fairy detonated the mine. 

after that, everyone turned around and focused their fire on the demon engineer. 

The entire process was very tense. 

However, everyone was already very familiar with the operation. 

Even when the Nephilim engineers were almost at half health, none of them had fallen. 

The Nephilim engineer’s health bar was about to drop to half. 

Zhang Shan said to the others. 

“You guys retreat first.” 

The demon engineer’s ultimate skill was very powerful. 

The explosion skill dealt five times the damage and had an effective range of 50 yards. It also had a 

silencing effect. 



Other than Zhang Shan, the rest of them were killed by the big move. 

“Why don’t I help you heal for a while before you retreat?” 

let’s go! boss Wu said to Zhang Shan. After the others had left, boss Wu had not left. 

” no, the damage from the nephilim engineers ‘ultimate skill is not enough to kill me. after the ultimate 

skill is over, you guys just have to come up quickly. ” 

Zhang Shan rejected boss Wu’s request. 

There was no need for that. 

Even though he relied on his own lifesteal effect. 

It was impossible to tank the BOSS’s damage all the time. 

However, it would not be a problem for him to hold on for a while. 

Even with the damage from the demonic engineer’s ultimate skill, he could still withstand it. 

Speaking of which, this was the demon engineer’s ultimate move. 

it looked very fierce. 

But it also depended on who it was to. 

to zhang shan, the demon engineers ‘ultimate move was nothing. 

In terms of actual damage, the damage from the demonic engineer’s ultimate skill was about the same 

as the damage from a landmine. 

Both dealt five times the damage. 

however, the demonic engineers ‘mines only had a damage range of five yards, and players could avoid 

them. 

On the other hand, the demonic engineer’s ultimate skill, explosion, had a damage range of 50 yards. 

And he definitely couldn’t Dodge it. 

As long as the demon engineer used his ultimate skill ... 

The damage was instantaneous. 

it was a pity that zhang shan’s god’s descent skill had already been used up in the previous monster 

attack. 

That is, if he still had his ultimate. 

That would be even more stable. 

There was no need to worry about any skill damage from the demonic engineers. 

However, it didn’t matter if he didn’t have a big move. 



With his 500000 HP ... 

Tanking a 200000-damage high-level skill was a piece of cake. 

Not long after boss Wu followed him and left. 

Zhang Shan had beaten the demonic engineer to half health. 

When the demon engineer’s HP had dropped to half, he was stunned. 

Suddenly, as if he had gone crazy, he rushed in front of Zhang Shan in an instant. 

a loud boom was heard. 

The entire dungeon was shaking. 

The demonic engineer’s big move was indeed very exaggerated. 

However, in terms of damage, it was only average. 

After being hit by a wave of big moves and a series of bomb damage, he finally stopped. 

Zhang Shan’s health was only left with a third. 

At this time, boss Wu rushed up and kept healing him. 

Very quickly, his HP was restored to a healthy state. 

The others quickly returned to their attacking positions. 

Continue to attack the demon engineer. 

The demonic engineer’s ultimate skill was a skill that could kill 1000 enemies and damage 800 of its own. 

Although it had used a wave of big moves and reduced Zhang Shan’s health to only one-third, it was still 

a big move. 

However, the demon engineer’s own HP had also dropped by 10%. 

now, he only had 40% of his health left. 

this was good as well. it saved them about a minute’s time. 

Windcloud blade said as he attacked the BOSS. 

let’s hurry up. We can’t let the demon engineers release any more big moves. 

” don’t worry, the demon engineer is the only one left. with 60 million hp, it’d be a wonder if it could still 

use any big moves. ” 

that’s right. We fought so fast that the demon engineer wouldn’t have another chance to use his 

ultimate skill. 

“Just make it quick.” 

With their damage output ability. 



if he wanted to kill the demon engineer, he would have to use his remaining hp. 

It would only take about three minutes. 

Normally, the demon engineer wouldn’t use his ultimate skill a second time within three minutes. 

under their continuous attacks, the demonic engineer’s hp was quickly reduced to 20%. 

The boss entered berserk mode. 

After going berserk, the demon engineer’s bomb throwing movements became even faster. 

Furthermore, the damage of the bombs had also increased. 

However, this did not matter. Zhang Shan could still take it. 

On the contrary, after entering berserk, the damage they dealt became even higher. 

In this game, the boss’s berserk mechanism was to increase its attack power and attack speed. 

However, it would also weaken the boss’s defense. 

As such, after the Nephilim engineers went berserk, they fought even faster. 

The demon engineer’s HP dropped rapidly. 

haha, I feel like it’s too easy to fight the BOSS. It’s not challenging at all. 

“isn’t that normal? what kind of challenge can a normal red BOSS pose?” 

sigh, we still have to fight a real-name BOSS. It’s so boring to fight a normal red-colored BOSS. 

yeah, it’s just a normal red BOSS. It doesn’t drop anything good. It’s really boring. 

what the hell? are you guys used to eating all kinds of delicacies? don’t you think it’s delicious to eat 

some meat occasionally? ” 

“Hehe, that’s true.” 

it’s fine. The red BOSS will give us enough experience anyway. Just treat it as gaining experience. 

hurry up and finish. It’s almost 12 o ‘clock. 

The demonic engineer’s HP dropped rapidly under their rapid attacks. 

The process of them fighting the demon engineer this time was considered smooth. 

Although he was often flustered by the mines of the demon engineers, he was still very confident. 

However, no one had ever made any mistakes. 

So far, no one had fallen to the ground. 

The BOSS was about to be killed. 

As everyone continued to attack, the demon engineer’s health gradually dropped to 5%. 



zhang shan summoned the panda dumpling. 

When the Nephilim engineer’s health bar was empty ... 

Zhang Shan quickly controlled the Panda dumpling to move forward. 

Looking for the right time, he controlled the Panda ball and used a combo skill. 

the demon engineer was slapped to death. 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

this was the third time they had killed the demonic engineer, so there was no first kill reward. 

However, there was still a reward for clearing the game. 

For the demon subduing platform instance dungeon, there would be a system announcement and a 

reward for the first clear of each difficulty mode. 

This was their third time clearing the fourth floor of the demon-suppressing dais. 

So far. 

they had already divided the four levels of the instance dungeon into normal mode, hard mode, and 

extreme mode. 

The first clears of the three difficulty modes were all covered. 

The boss was killed, and the dungeon was cleared. 

Zhang Shan quickly checked his backpack. 

He wasn’t looking forward to seeing what good items the demon engineers would drop. 

All he needed was the quest item, the missing part (one). 

Zhang Shan opened his backpack. 

He was not interested in the other items. 

He quickly found the missing part I. 

Zhang Shan heaved a sigh of relief. 

It was still alright, as it dropped after one hit. 

He was afraid that he would not be able to get the mission item. 

If they had to fight multiple times, it would be a little difficult. 

It wasn’t because clearing Dungeons was annoying. 

The main thing was that the demon-subduing platform could only be entered once a week. 

If he had to do it multiple times before he could get the quest item. 



That would make things a little difficult. 

How long would it take to complete the mission? 

This was only the first part of the mission. 

It was still okay for now. As long as they could get the quest item, their instance dungeon operation this 

time would be considered complete. 

Other than the quest items that he needed. 

Zhang Shan took a look and saw that the other items had dropped. 

Two red equipment and one red material. 

Eh? there’s a blueprint here? 

Not bad, the Nephilim engineer had even given them an additional blueprint. 

Zhang Shan looked at the description of the drawing. 

Incendiary bomb blueprint (intermediate): The blueprint for crafting intermediate incendiary bomb. 

[intermediate burning bullet: increases damage by 2000 and inflicts 2000 burn damage for three 

seconds.] 

 

Chapter 440 Am I that scary? 

Looking at the blueprint of the intermediate incendiary bomb, Zhang Shan was very happy. 

This was exactly what he needed. 

Items in the game, unless they were sold for money, were not always better the more valuable they 

were. 

Instead, the best item was the one that suited him. 

Zhang Shan’s current engineering level was a level 4 master engineer. 

Furthermore, he had already learned two level 4 blueprints. 

As long as he had one more level 4 blueprint, he would be able to raise his engineering level to 

Grandmaster. 

The fire god Cannon’s proficiency had not reached 100 points due to the lack of materials. 

But that didn’t matter, as long as he had the blueprint, it would be easy. 

slowly, he would be able to increase his proficiency in the future. 

Most importantly, it wasn’t easy to find a blueprint. 

Now, Zhang Shan had gathered all the Level 4 engineering blueprints. 



in the future, as long as he slowly increased his proficiency, he would be able to raise his engineering 

level to level 5 grandmaster. 

Moreover, the attributes of this intermediate combustion bomb were not bad. 

As long as he could produce the product, it would definitely increase the speed of him fighting bosses. 

Of course, for Zhang Shan, the intermediate combustion bomb was not a big deal. 

It was only useful when fighting bosses. 

This was because his attack power was already terrifyingly high, and he could kill monsters in seconds. 

it didn’t matter what kind of bullets were used to farm monsters. 

As such, normal bullets would be enough when farming monsters. 

To avoid wasting money. 

After all, the cost of making a incendiary bomb was high, and it was not cheap. 

The basic combustion bomb that he had created before was only used against bosses. 

This intermediate combustion bomb was the same. 

When he was free, he would make a batch of them for use when fighting a BOSS. 

after all, it could increase the damage by 2000 and the burn damage by 2000. 

For normal players, this damage bonus was extremely high. 

that would definitely be a lot. 

many players ‘total damage was not even that high. 

Even for Zhang Shan, if he used the intermediate combustion bomb, the damage would increase by 

quite a bit. 

This thing was not bad. this wave of clearing the dungeon wasn’t a loss. 

Not only did he get the quest item, but he also obtained an additional blueprint. 

“brother guan, did your quest item drop?” 

what’s wrong? ” after she had killed the Nephilim engineer, she saw Zhang Shan checking his backpack. 

to be honest, no one was looking forward to the demonic engineer’s loot. 

they had fought plenty of normal red bosses. 

There were pitifully few situations where good items dropped. 

As for the demonic engineers, they had fought them twice before. Other than equipment and materials, 

they had not seen anything else. 

If he wanted to get good items, he had to fight a real-name boss. 



That was the real gold mine. 

As for the normal red bosses, he just thought of it as gaining some experience points and tens of 

thousands of gold coins. 

“It’s been dropped.” 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he displayed the items dropped by the Nephilim engineers on the 

team channel. 

eh, not bad, not bad. There’s actually an additional blueprint. This is a good deal. 

“Hurry up and distribute the things. It’s very late now. Go to sleep.” 

Actually, there was nothing much to split. Zhang Shan kept the materials and drawings for himself. 

There were only two red equipment left. 

One magic equipment was given to boss Wu, and one agility equipment was given to the little fairy. 

“Let’s wrap up and go to sleep.” 

Everyone started channeling in the dungeon and returned to Dangyang city. 

Zhang Shan was planning to organize his items and then go offline to sleep. 

At this moment, Windcloud blade suddenly asked him. 

... 

“Brother Liu Guan, what’s the next part of your chain mission?” 

“I fainted. I didn’t have time to see it.” 

Zhang Shan really did not have the time to look at the follow-up mission just now. 

He only saw that there were quest items dropped. 

However, he had received a chain mission. 

Even though he had already gotten the first part of the mission. 

However, he couldn’t go to an Qisheng to hand in the mission now. 

Back then, an Qisheng had told him to find him after he had found all the missing parts. 

He had only found the first part so far. Who knew how many more parts there would be? 

He could only do it one by one. 

zhang shan took out the missing part (one) from his backpack and looked at it carefully. 

... 

What the f * ck is this? He could not understand it at all. 



[mission item: missing part (1), can not be discarded] 

The item description couldn’t be more direct. 

It was just a mission item. Even if Zhang Shan threw it on the ground and let someone else pick it up, it 

would be useless. 

This item was only useful to players who had received the quest. 

Of course, even if Zhang Shan wanted to, he could not. 

The description of the quest item specifically stated that it could not be discarded. 

or he could find all the parts and go to ansheng to hand in the quest. 

Otherwise, the quest item would have remained in his backpack. 

Seeing the quest item in Zhang Shan’s hand, wind and cloud blade asked him. 

“Is this the thing? Is this a quest item?” 

“Yup,” 

Zhang Shan displayed the missing part (one) on the team channel. 

“Brother Guan, you’re finished. how many parts do you need to find to be able to gather all the missing 

parts?” 

“You can tell? From this part (I), you can tell?” 

Zhang Shan asked curiously. He looked at it for a long time and did not see anything special. 

Wasn’t this just a very small oval ring? 

I can’t see anything. 

“Have you never seen a necklace? doesn’t this look similar to one of the chains on the necklace?” 

“F * ck, you’re saying this is one of the pieces on the necklace? How many pieces would it take to make a 

necklace?” 

After hearing the little fairy’s explanation, Zhang Shan was shocked. 

However, it seemed that this part (one) was really a small part, like one of the parts on the necklace. 

“Does it have to be so real? do I have to find every piece of the necklace to repair the divine artifact 

necklace? This is unbelievable, how many pieces are there?” 

“Only the heavens would know.” 

it’s over, it’s over. I’m afraid I can’t continue with this divine weapon mission. 

Zhang Shan was speechless. The little fairy’s guess made him very pessimistic. 

If that was the case, then this chain mission was simply a little ridiculous. 



How many joints were there on a necklace? 

It was at least a few dozen knots. 

Didn’t that mean that he would have to complete dozens of rounds of this chain task? 

This was only the first part of the mission. 

They had to clear the first round, which was an extremely difficult dungeon. 

If there were more than ten rounds of missions after that, that would be unimaginable. 

furthermore, this chain mission was only the first step of the divine weapon mission. 

This didn’t mean that an Qisheng would help him repair the divine artifact after he found all the missing 

parts. 

The truth was definitely not that simple. 

After finding all the parts, an Qisheng was sure that he would also arrange for him to get the materials. 

It wasn’t easy to get the materials to repair the divine artifacts now. 

Feng Yun Bing Bing had been farming for half a month and still hadn’t gathered all the materials. 

As for the wind and cloud swordsman, he took the broken sword and found ou Zi to trigger the mission. 

Right now, he was also collecting materials. 

He was the only one who was a tragedy. 

He was still doing the preparatory mission. 

He had to find all the missing parts before he could move on to the next step. 

This was a bit of nonsense. 

This divine weapon mission was a little difficult. 

The little fairy said to him. 

brother Guan, quickly take a look at the mission panel. See if there are any hints for the next mission. 

that’s right, who cares how many rings it has. 

Let’s see what we can do next. 

In any case, for the sake of the divine weapon, he had to complete this mission no matter what. No 

matter how many rounds there were, no matter how difficult it was, he had to do it. 

he couldn’t possibly give up. 

That was impossible. A divine weapon was such a precious item. 

Perhaps it was because it was too easy for him to obtain a divine weapon in the past. 



It was reasonable to give him a hard time this time. 

Zhang Shan checked the mission panel. 

The first part of the search for the missing parts mission had been completed. 

Now, the second part of the mission had been displayed. 

Search for missing parts (2nd stage): kill the wild wolves on the wild wolf hill and find the missing parts 

(2) 

Looking at the mission description, Zhang Shan was shocked. 

It wasn’t to say that the second part of the mission was difficult. 

On the contrary, this second part of the task was too simple. 

wild wolves from the wild wolf slope? what the hell was that? 

that was a level 30 monster, right? 

What kind of history was this? 

Zhang Shan was almost there, and his memory was a little blurry. 

He had once farmed wild wolves at wild wolf Hill for a while. 

But that was at the start of the game. 

Now that he was level 46, this second part of the mission still wanted him to go and kill level 30 wild 

wolves. 

He was looking down on them too much. 

More importantly, his current level was much higher than the wild wolves. 

If he went to kill the wolves now, the drop rate would be much lower. 

Could he still get a mission item? 

Zhang Shan expressed his doubts. 

Don’t let him spend half a month on the wild wolf slope and still not get the missing part (2). 

That would be the end of it. 

Zhang Shan displayed the description of the second part of the mission on the team channel. 

After the Little Friends saw it, they couldn’t help it. 

hahaha, I can’t believe you’re asking me to kill a level 30 wild wolf. This quest is ridiculous. 

we can’t help you with this mission. Only the person who has received the mission can farm monsters 

and drop the mission items. You can slowly farm on your own tomorrow, hehe. 

“Haha, that’s all for today. I’m going offline to sleep.” 



Everyone could not help but laugh when they saw the description of the quest. 

Zhang Shan’s current strength was so powerful. 

They actually wanted him to farm level 30 wild wolves. This was simply causing trouble. 

Looking at the mission description, Zhang Shan was helpless. 

However, it didn’t matter. He would just go online tomorrow and farm wolves at the wild wolf slope. 

As for whether or not he could get the quest item, that would depend on his luck. 

After getting up the next day. 

Zhang Shan casually washed up and went online to enter the game. 

He teleported to the city gate, mounted the red Hare, and galloped towards wild wolf Hill. 

Along the way, he could still see players farming monsters. 

Although The Map of Heaven’s Gate had been open for a few months ... 

However, there were still players farming monsters in the map outside of Dangyang city. 

These were usually players who entered the game later. 

They might only be around level 10 or 20. 

If there was no one to lead them, they would have no way of farming monsters in the Heaven’s Gate 

map. 

The monsters in the Heaven’s Gate map were all at least level 30. 

Besides some special maps, most of the monsters in the Heaven’s Gate map had the Holy demon’s 

protection. 

If the players ‘equipment and levels did not keep up, they would not even be able to defeat the small 

monsters. 

Not to mention, in the Heaven’s Gate map, there were players pk-ing every day. 

although, very few people would kill low-level players. 

however, there was no guarantee that there would be people with bad hands. 

there were all kinds of people in the game. 

There were some B * stards who liked to kill alt accounts. 

Therefore, these players who had just come out of the novice village not long ago. 

For the time being, they were still farming monsters in the maps outside of their respective cities. 

Zhang Shan rode his horse and galloped. In just ten minutes, he had reached the map of wild wolf Hill. 

He looked into the distance on the map. 



There were also players here, farming monsters. 

forget it, i’ll just run into the map. 

His current grinding speed was very fast, if he stayed at the entrance of the map. 

He was afraid it wouldn’t be enough for him to farm. 

Zhang Shan charged in on his horse, deep within the wild wolf slope map. 

After finding an empty spot, he started to farm wild wolves. 

He raised his hand cannon and fired at the wolf. 

Large groups of wild wolves instantly fell to the ground. 

With his current attack power and attack speed. 

Coming here to farm wild wolves was like using a cannon to kill a mosquito. 

But what could he do? 

It was all because of that damned second part of the quest. He had to kill the wild wolves here. 

Only by killing the wild wolves here would he be able to get the quest item he needed. 

It had not even been two minutes since he had refreshed Zhang Shan’s page. 

Suddenly, he heard a “ding” sound. 

Eh? What kind of trash item did it drop? 

Zhang Shan had never thought that he would be able to obtain the quest item so quickly. 

however, he still opened his backpack to take a look. 

Haha, I got it just like that? 

Zhang Shan looked into his backpack, at the items that had just dropped. 

It was exactly what he needed, the missing part (2). 

It seemed that this chain mission was not as difficult as he had imagined. 

He had originally planned to grind here for a few days. 

He didn’t expect to get the quest item in just two minutes. 

It seemed like he had made things complicated. 

There were many segments to this chain mission. 

However, not all of them were difficult. 

Just like this second loop, wasn’t it quite simple? 

Even if the time taken to run was included, there was no total. It took him 20 minutes. 



This was a good start. 

In addition to that, he had obtained a piece of equipment from the dungeon last night. 

now, he had two parts. 

Even if this chain really needed him, it would only take him a few days to find dozens of parts. 

If everything went well, he might be able to finish it today. 

Zhang Shan quickly checked the next part of the mission. 

The third part of the mission was also to kill monsters. 

However, it was no longer just killing wild wolves. 

Instead, they were farming a level 40 bear monster. 

Zhang Shan had never farmed such monsters before. 

Following the mission hint, Zhang Shan found the monster map. 

Then, he quickly ran over. 

This time, his luck was worse, and he spent almost half an hour. 

Only then did the missing part (3) appear. 

However, in general, these missions were not outrageous. 

It didn’t take much time. 

If it wasn’t for the map. 

The time needed would be even less. 

For the rest of the time, Zhang Shan had been on the map outside of Dangyang city, farming for quest 

items. 

He had almost gone through all the maps outside of Dangyang city. 

in the process of running around the map, zhang shan had even encountered two mini-bosses. 

He knocked them away. 

Among the bosses outside Dangyang city, other than the red bosses, there were only two bosses. 

Most of the other bosses did not even have as high of an attribute as Zhang Shan. 

It was a piece of cake for him to kill these bosses. 

In less than 10 seconds, they had defeated an orange-colored BOSS. It was simply too easy. 

He ran from early in the morning to late at night. 

Zhang Shan had completed a total of 23 rounds of the mission. 



However, he still hadn’t completed all the quests. 

Damn it, just how many rings were there? 

He looked at the missing parts in his backpack. 

One by one, Zhang Shan was speechless. 

Forget it, the mission wasn’t difficult anyway, so he’d just have to continue slowly. 

After completing the 24th round of the mission, Zhang Shan took a look at the contents of the next 

round. 

Search for missing parts (round 24): Kill the demon soldiers in The Map of Heaven’s Gate, find the 

missing parts (24). 

The mission prompt for this round had finally bid farewell to Dangyang city. 

What he needed to do now was to farm monsters in the Heaven’s Gate map. 

Different from the previous mission prompt, this mission prompt even gave the coordinates. 

In other words, not all the demon soldiers in the Heaven’s Gate map would drop the mission items. 

Only the demon race Warriors at the location indicated in the mission prompt would drop the mission 

items. 

This was because in The Map of Heaven’s Gate, there were only some specific maps. 

The wild monsters in other places were basically all kinds of demon Warriors. 

However, these demon fighters had different levels. 

Some were LV 30, some were LV 50. 

There were even demon fighters of LV 60 and LV 70 in the demon-suppressing city. 

in the mission prompt, only the demon race warriors at the designated location would drop the mission 

items. 

however, zhang shan did not mind. 

as long as there were hints, it would be easy to do. just follow the hints and do it. 

Although it was very dangerous to run around in The Map of Heaven’s Gate, it was still very dangerous. 

but who was zhang shan? 

If he was said to be the number one player in the game, no one would probably refute him. 

he would not be in any danger if he ran around the map of the heaven’s gate. 

Even if there was danger, it would be the others who were in danger. 



It was already good enough that he didn’t go to chop others. Who would dare to seek death and come 

to chop him? 

Zhang Shan went through the teleportation Hall and was teleported to Heaven’s Gate. 

Then, he used teleportation to teleport to the city gate of Heaven’s Gate. 

Ever since he had the title of human hero, it had been much more convenient. 

He could also teleport in Heaven’s Gate. 

After teleporting to the city gate. 

Zhang Shan rode on the red Hare and ran towards the location indicated. 

As he ran, he checked the coordinates on the map. 

He compared it to the map. 

Zhang Shan estimated the time, and it was not too far away. 

He estimated that he would be able to reach the place in half an hour. 

Zhang Shan galloped madly on The Map of Heaven’s Gate. On the way, he met groups of players who 

were farming monsters. 

After these players saw Zhang Shan, they all revealed a wary look. 

Everyone was very careful when farming Monsters in Heaven’s Gate. 

When they saw players approaching, they would be very vigilant. 

who knew if these people were just passing by or were going to cause trouble? anyway, it was always 

right to be careful. 

Even during peaceful times, there would be a lot of players in the Heaven’s Gate map. 

Zhang Shan did not care about these players who were farming monsters. 

instead, he ran forward towards the target location. 

After running for about half an hour, Zhang Shan had reached the coordinates indicated in the mission 

prompt. 

However, when he found Fang, he found that there was already a large group of Qi players farming 

monsters. 

Was he going to kill-steal with the Qi players? 

However, this was something that could not be helped. 

The coordinates given by the mission prompt were here. 

If he didn’t farm here, where else could he go? 



Even if he went to other places, he wouldn’t be able to get the quest item. 

So be it if he had to kill steal. After all, this group of Qi players could not threaten him. 

Seeing Zhang Shan riding over on his horse, the group of Qi players who were farming monsters were on 

high alert. 

Even though Zhang Shan’s reputation in the game was not considered bad. 

Before the war, he would never kill players from other factions for no reason. 

However, the Qi players were still worried. 

Especially when they saw Zhang Shan running to them and suddenly stopping. 

The players ‘hearts were in their throats. 

Zhang Shan rode his horse over and shouted to these people. 

you guys go ahead and do your own thing. I’m doing a quest here. The quest prompted that I have to kill 

monsters here. I’ll leave after I finish the quest. I’m very sorry. 

Zhang Shan also felt a little embarrassed. 

Someone else came here first. 

he came later, so it could be considered that he had stolen someone else’s monster. 

even though there was no logic in the game. 

whoever was stronger would be in the right. 

But Zhang Shan did not want that to happen. 

He felt that it would be better to make things clear to others. 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he started to farm monsters not far from this group of players. 

Seeing that Zhang Shan was really here, he started to farm monsters. 

It was as if ten thousand alpacas were galloping across the hearts of the Qi players. 

They were secretly discussing it on the party channel. 

“What is the meaning of this, six tube Bodhisattva? Could he really be doing a mission?” 

what quest? have you ever seen a quest in this game? ” 

that’s right. There’s no quest to be accepted in new world. Six-barreled Bodhisattva is just bullshitting. 

not necessarily. Maybe six tube Bodhisattva is really on a mission. 

impossible. I’ve never heard of a proper mission in this game. 

that’s right. In this game, other than the demon-killing mission from the novice village, there’s no other 

mission. 



there are. Didn’t six-headed Bodhisattva and the others complete a city-seizing mission before? they 

even made the system announcement. 

“That’s a special case. We’ll have to take down the demon City first. The monster-farming mission that 

six-barreled Bodhisattva mentioned just now is complete nonsense.” 

“I also think he’s talking nonsense.” 

“Then what should we do? Drive him away?” 

come on, if you want to die, go ahead. Don’t drag us down. 

that’s right. Even the domineering King can’t handle him. It’s better for us noobs not to mess with him. 

“then what should we do? the six-barreled bodhisattva is farming monsters right beside us? What if he 

doesn’t switch to the National mode and starts to farm monsters in the National mode? we won’t even 

know how we die.” 

that’s right. Why don’t we go somewhere else? there are plenty of places to farm monsters in the 

Heaven’s Gate map anyway. 

“Right, let’s go. It’s too dangerous to stay with him.” 

the group of qi kingdom players who were originally here to kill the monsters saw that zhang shan had 

really dismounted and started to kill the monsters. 

They all mounted their horses and left, heading to another place to farm monsters. 

Zhang Shan had only just killed a few monsters. When he arrived at this group of Qi players, they all 

rode away. 

eh, what’s going on? 

i didn’t want to kill them. why did they run away? 

Could it be that the monsters here were not enough? 

That’s impossible, even if he was farming monsters. 

There were so many monsters that they wouldn’t be able to kill them all. 

The mobs in the Heaven’s Gate map respawned very quickly. 

Could it be that she was afraid of being accidentally injured by him? 

This was really possible. 

Zhang Shan’s PK mode was indeed a National mode. 

In the Heaven’s Gate map, it was impossible for him to turn on peace mode to kill monsters. 

That would be an act of seeking death. 

In case someone tried to kill him, he would have to switch to PK mode to fight back. 



Wasn’t that nonsense? 

These people were probably afraid of being hurt by him, so they ran to other places. 

Am I that scary? 

I’m very kind, and I’ve never killed people for no reason. 

 


